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We prove the following Theorem: 
THEOREM A. Let G be a finite group with a Sylow p-subgroup P of 
maximal class, IPI =p”, n >p + 3, p > 3. For i> 2 let Pi= K,(P) be the 
members of the lower central series of P and define P, by PJP, = 
C,,4(P,/P,). Assume that G and P satisfy 
6) lo,(G)1 > P; 
(ii) If P, is abelian then No(P)/PC,(P) is cyclic. 
Then one of the following occurs: 
(a) G = O,,(G) N,(P); 
(b) G = O,,(G) N&‘,); 
and 
(a) P, is abelian, P, O,(G) A G, every chief factor of G which is 
involved in P, is an elementary abelian p-group of order p or Pp-‘, P, is of 
class 2, there exists a normal subgroup G, in G such that OP(GO) # G, and 
I G/G, I I IN,(WPC,(P)I 
or 
(PI p, is abelian, G has a normal subgroup G, such that 
O*(G,,) # G,, 1 G/G,, I I (N,(P)/PC,(P)I and n = 2 mod p - 1. 
(y) P, is abelian, n z 0 mod p - 1 or n = 1 mod p - 1 and if 
/ No(P)/PC,(P)J = 2, p = 2” + 1, then G/O,,(G) E PSL(2,2”) 
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or 
(6) i? = G/O,,(G)P, has a subgroup i7 z PSL(2, p), 1 G : HJ < 2, 
or 
(E) lN,(P)/JC,(P)I = 2, p = 2” + 1, G/O,,(G)P, z PSL(2, 2m) and 
every chief factor of G with is involved in P, is an elementary abelian p- 
group of order p or p”-‘. 
The idea of the proof is roughly this: Assume that Theorem A is false and 
let G be a minimal counterexample. We show in Section 6 that O,,(G) = 1 
and O,,(G) = P,. Consequently, G/P, acts on certain elementary abelian 
sections of P, . Applying a theorem of Feit (31 to this situation, we derive the 
desired contradiction in Section 9, by the aid of the results on p-groups of 
maximal class and their automorphism groups proved in Sections l-4. 
The main difficulty is in showing that O,(G) = P,. This difftculty is 
resolved in Section 7 by considering linear groups with quadratic action on 
the underlying vectorspace. 
List of Notations 
Notations are standard. We list them here for the sake of completeness. 
Z, the integers; 
Q, the rationals; 
p, an odd prime; 
C,, the multiplicative subgroup of order p of c\{O}, C the complex 
numbers; 
IF,,,, the field with p’ elements. 
Let G be a finite group, a, b elements of G and S, T subsets of G. We 
denote 
] GI, the order of G; 
(S, T’j, the subgroup of G generated by S and r 
ST = (t- ‘st 1 t E T, s E S); 
[a, b] = a-lb-lab. 
For every integer n define [a, nb] inductively as follows: [a, Ob] = a and 
for n > 0, [a, nb] = [[a, (n - l)b], b]. 
For every integer n and elements x, ,..., x, E G define [x ,,..., x,] = 
lb l>“.,X”- *I, xn]. 
For subsets S and T of G define [S, T] = ([s, t] ] s E S, t E T). 
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In particular, 
G' = [G, G]; 
K,(G), the ith member of the lower central series of G; 
Zi(G), the ith memeber of the upper central series of G; 
F(G), the Fitting subgroup of G; 
Q(G), the Frattini subgroup of G; 
Aut(G), the group of automorphisms of G; 
O,(G), the largest normal p-subgroup of G; 
O,(G) the largest normal @-subgroup of G; 
Op(G), the smallest normal subgroup of G with p-power index. 
Let A be a subgroup of G. Then we denote 
N,(A)={xEGIA~=A}; 
C,(A) = (x E G ) #=a for every aEA}. 
Let H and K be finite groups. Then 
H < K, H is a subgroup of K; 
H 4 K, H can be embedded in K; 
HA G, H is a normal subgroup of G; 
H ch K, H is a characteristic subgroup of K; 
H wr K, the wreath product of H by K. 
Let P b a p-group. We denote 
J(P), the Thompson subgroup of P (the subgroup generated by the 
maximal abelian subgroups of maximal order); 
QJP)=(xEPIxP”= 1); 
U,(P) = (x”” 1 x E P); 
cl(P), the nilpotency class of P. 
Let X be a n x n matrix over a field F. Then det(X) stands for the deter- 
minant of X. 
Let A be an abelian group. Then we denote by End(A) the ring of 
endomorphisms of A. 
For a ring R and an indeterminate x, denote by R[x] the ring of 
polynomials in x over R. 
1. BASIC PROPERTIES OFP-GROUPS OF MAXIMAL CLASS 
We recall some results from Blackburn’s paper [ 1 ] and some of their 
immediate consequences, for the sake of completeness. 
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(1.0) DEFINITION [ 1, p. 531. A finite p-group P of order p” is a p-group 
of maximal class if cl(P) = n - 1. 
From now on P will denote a p-group of maximal class, 1 PI =p”, n > 5. 
(1.1) ([ 1, p. 531). For 2 < i,< n - 1, denote by Pi and Zi the terms of the 
lower and upper central series of P, respectively. Then 
(a> ‘Jpi+ 1 is cyclic of order p; 
(b) Zi = P,mi. 
(1.2) Define the subgroup P, of P by P,/P, = CpIp4(P2/P4). Then 
(4 (I 1, P. 541) Pi is a characteristic subgroup of P of index p. 
(b) ([ 1, P. 551) There exist elements s and s, in P such that 
P, = P, . (si) and P = P, . (s). 
In particular, P is generated by two elements (e.g., s and s,). Assertions (c) 
and (d) are immediate consequences of (a) and (b): 
(c) We may choose every element x E P\P, for s in (b); 
(d) Q(P) = P’ = P, . 
(1.3) (a) ([ 1, p. 581) Let s and s, be as in 1.2 and define elements si of P 
bysi=[s,,(i-l)s],2~i~n-l.ThenPi=Pi+1~(si),for l<i<n-1. 
The following assertion follows from part (a). 
(b) Let s and si, 1 < i < n - 1 be as defined in part (a) and in 1.2(b). 
Then for every x E P there exist uniquely defined natural numbers 
x0,..., X”-, , O<xi<p-1, l~i~n-l,suchthatx=s”“s~‘~~~s;‘~~~s~~~. 
(1.4) DEFINITION ([ 1, p. 57 1). We say that P has degree of 
commutativity k, k a non-negative integer, if [Pi, Pi] < Pi+j+k for every 
1 < i, j < n - 1. Here P, = 1 for ,U > n. 
(1.5)(a) ([ 1, p. 731). If n >p + 2 then P has degree of commutativity 
k> 1; 
(b) ([ 1, p. 711). If P has degree of commutativity k, then 
[SIT $1 E4+2+p* 
(1.6)(a) ([ 1, pp. 65-661). For every i, 1 <i < n - 3 and for every 
x E P\P,, Pi . (x) is a p-group of maximal class of order n + 1 - i and 
degree of commutativity i - 1. 
(1.6)(b) is an immediate consequence of the discussion in [ 1, pp. 65-661: 
(b) Let H be a subgroup of P of maximal class. Then there exists an 
x E P\P, such that H = Pi . (x) for a suitable i, 1 < i < n - 1. 
(1.7) ([ 1, pp. 68-691). Assume that n >p + 2. Then 
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(a) Ui(Pj)=pj+i@-l) (P@=l forp>n); 
(b) .ni(Pj)=~i(P,)nPj=P,-ic~-,,“Pj. 
(c) P has no elementary abelian section of order >pP. (This follows 
easily from the discussion in [ 1, p. 691,) 
(1.8) ([ 1, p. 531). Every normal subgroup of P which lies in P, is charac- 
teristic in P and is a Pi for a suitable i, i > 1. 
(1.9) Let P be metabelian. Then 
(a) ([l,p.75]) IP;I<P~-~ forpa and [PiI< forp=3. 
(b) If [s~,s~]=s~-~...s~\,, O<xi<p-1, l<x,, then [s,,sj]= 
S>-k-2+j .” s?:;. 
Statement (b) follows from the fact that P is metabelian and from Witt’s 
identity (see 1.13(c)). 
(c) ([ 1, p. 541). P has positive degree of commutativity. 
(1.10) ([l,p.64]). For every xEP\P,, C,(x)=(x).P,-, and 
I C&I = P2. 
(1.11) (]l,p.65]). Ifp=3 then Pis metabelian. 
We also mention the following trivial results. 
(1.12)(a) P has a unique maximal abelian normal subgroup A. 
(b) A of part (a) is a subgroup of P,. 
(c) For A in part (a) [P/A 1 < IA I. 
Proof (b) First we remark that 
If a E P\P, then [a, s,] E P,\p,. c*> 
For, by 1.9 u=+modP,, l<x,<p-1, hence [u,sr]= [s”~,sr]z 
s;O mod P, and [a, s, ] E P,\P, . 
Let A be a maximal abelian normal subgroup of P and assume that 
A 4 P,. Then there exists an x E (P\P,) n A. By 1.10 C,(x) = (x) . P,- 1. 
But obviously A < C,(x). Hence, A < C,(x) = (x) . P,-,; i.e., 
A < (x) . P,-, . Since n > 4, [Pne2, Pnp2] < P2cn-2j = 1; i.e., P,-, is abelian. 
Hence A # P,-, . On the other hand, (x) . P,- i is not normal in P, for if 
(x) . P,-, A P, then, in particular, ((x) . P,-,)“l = (x)“’ a P,-, = (x[x, s,]) e 
P n-,=(~).P,_,and[x,s,]EP2n(x).P,_,~P,_,.ButsinceP,_,~P, 
for n > 4, this contradicts (*). Consequently A <P,. 
(a) Let A be a maximal abelian normal subgroup of P. Then by part 
(b) A <P,. Therefore by 1.8, A = Pi for some i, i > 1. If B is another 
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maximal abelian normal subgroup of P, then by the same argument B = Pj 
for somej,j> 1. 
Since Pi < Pj for i > j, this yields that A = B. 
(c) If ]A 1 =p’ then by [6,7.3(c)] P,, = 1. Since P has nilpotency 
class n - 1 this means 2a > n; i.e., n - a < a. Consequently, (P/A 1 =p”-O < 
pa = (A /; i.e., 1 P/A ] < (A 1, as required. 
(1.13) Remarks. (a) Let P be a p-group of maximal class of order p”, 
n > 5. By 1.12(a) P has a unique maximal abelian normal subgroup A which 
lies in P, and by 1.8, A is a Pi for some i, i > 1. We shall denote this i by w. 
So P, is the unique maximal abelian normal subgroup of P. 
(b) From now on we shall use the notations and definitions of this 
section without further explanation, if not stated differently 
(c) We shall use tacitly the following identities of commutators: Let a 
and b elements of the group G. Then 
(a) [ah cl = [a, c]*[b, cl; 
ca) [a, bcl = Ia, cl[a, 61’; 
(7) Ia, b-l, Clb[b, c-l, a]‘[~, a-‘b]” = 1 (Witt’s identity); 
(6) [a, b-l] = [a, b]-b-‘. 
2. BASIC STRUCTURE OF Aut(P) 
(2.1) THEOREM. Let P be a p-group of maximal class of order p”, n > 4 
p > 3. Denote A = Aut(P) and let B be a Sylow p-subgroup of A. Then 
(a) IAl IP*(“-~)+’ . (p - l)* 
(b) B LI A and A is a splitting extension of B by a p’-Hull subgroup Q, 
where Q is isomorphic to a subgroup of HP-, x Z,_, . 
(c) A’<B; 
(d) A is solvable; 
(e) F(A) = B; 
(f) n - 2 < cl(B) < n - 1. 
Proof: (a) Let E Aut(P) -+ Aut(P/@(P)) be the natural homomorphism 
and denote its kernel by N. Since P is 2-generated, by 1.2(h), we may regard 
Aut(P/@(P)) as a subgroup of GL(2,p) acting on P/@(P) and may represent 
it by regular 2 x 2-matrices over H,. We claim that 
w(A) may be represented by a subgroup of the group 
G={(;; ;)Iu,c,dEh,,u.d#O). 
t*> 
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For, by 1.2(d) P, > Q(P) and by 1.2(a) P, ch P. Therefore 
P&W’> ch P/W>; i.e., P,/@(P) is an invariant subspace of P/@(P) under 
Aut(P/@(P)). Choosing {s . Q(P), s, a Q(P)} as defined in 1.2(b) for a basis 
of P/@(P), we get (*). 
Now /G]=(p- 1)‘~. Hence. ]w(A)]((p- 1)‘~ by (*). But 
IA / / p-2) 1 y/(A)] by [6, Th. 3.19, p. 2751. Therefore ]A ] ( p*(“-*“‘(p - l)‘, 
as required. 
(b) N is a p-subgroup of A. Therefore NAB and BN/N = B/N is a 
Sylow p-subgroup of A/N. Since A/N E y(A), it follows from (*) that the 
Sylow p-subgroup of A/N is normal in A/N, consequently B AA. Therefore 
B has a complement Q in A (see [6, Th. 18.1, p. 1261) and since N ,< B, 
Q z QB/B = A/B E y~(A)/yl(B). By (*) this yields that Q is isomorphic to a 
subgroup of Z,-, X Zp-, (the diagonal matrices of c.) 
(c) It follows from part (b) of the theorem that A/B is abelian. 
Therefore A’ < B. 
(d) A is solvable since A/B is abelian by part (b) of the theorem and 
B is nilpotent. 
(e) We recall from [6, Th. 6, p. 2681 that 
if l=N,<N,<... < Nk = A is chief series of A then F(A) = 
n f= 2 CA (No/N, - 1). (**) 
Let K P--f Aut(P) be the natural homomorphism from P onto 
the inner automorphism groups of P and for every subgroup X 
of P denote v(X) = 2. Then A has a chief series 1, = Pn-, ( 
p,-, < ..* <P <PC - -’ ... <A. Therefore, by (**), F(A)= 
nr:b C,(PJPi+ ,). (Here P,, = E) But C,(PO/Pi+ r) = 
C,4 (Pi/Pi+ 1), for 0 < i < n - 2. Hence 
If x E F(A) then x stabilizes a chief series of P of length n. (* * *) 
Consequently x is ap-element of A. Since B A A by part (b) of 
the theorem this implies that x E B. Therefore F(A) < B. But 
as B A A, B <F(A) by definition. This proves part (e). 
(f) By (***) B stabilizes a chief series of P of length n. Hence, by 
[6, Th. 2.5, p. 2641 B has class n - 1 at most. As P has class n - 2, 
n - 2 < cl(B) < n - 1. 
3. ~-GROUPS OF MAXIMAL CLASS POSSESSING 
A NON-TRIVIAL AUTOMORPHISM OF ORDER PRIME TOP 
In [8, Th. 4, p. 61 Miech showed that in general a p-group of maximal 
class P may have “nearly every possible structure” (for a precise statement 
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see [8, Th. 41). However, it turns out that the existence of a non-trivial p’- 
automorphism may impose certain limitations on the structure of P (see 
Lemma 3.2). Knowing this fact, we locate J(P)-the Thompson subgroup of 
P-in a special situation (see Lemma 3.4) which occurs in the course of the 
proof of Theorem A. 
(3.1) LEMMA. Let P be a p-group of maximal class of order p”, n > 5, 
o # 1 an automorphism of P of order prime to p. Then 
(a) There exist natural numbers a and b, 1 < a, b < p - 1 and an 
element s E P\P, such that sa s s mod P, and for every i, 1 < i < n - 1, 
sf z $-lb mod Pi+ 1 (si are defined in 1.3). 
(b) If P’, f 1 then a and b of part (a) satisfy b = a’ mod p, for a 
certain natural number t, 1 < t < n - 1. 
(c) If P’, # 1 then the PI-part of Aut(P) (see Theorem 2.1(e)) is cyclic 
of order dividing p - 1. 
Proof. (a) By 1.2(a) P, ch P. Hence, as P, ch P u acts on P,/P,. Since 
P,/P, is cyclic of order p, by 1.1(a), there exists a natural number b, 
1 < b 6 p - 1, such that sy 5 si mod P,. Now, by 1.2(d) we may regard 
P/P, as a two-dimensional vectorspace over Z,. Then u acts on P/P, and 
P,/P, is a (u)-invariant subspace of P/P,. Therefore, by Maschke’s theorem 
and 1.2(c), there exists an element s E Pp,, such that P/P, = 
PI/P, x (s) * p*/p* 9 where P,/P, and (s) . P,/P, are (o)-invariant subspaces. 
This implies that s” E sa mod P, for some natural number a and 
1 < a <p - 1 by 1.2(a). This proves part (a) for i = 1. For i > 2 we proceed 
by induction on i: By 1.3(a) sp = [si-, , s]” = [ST-~, SO]. Therefore, sp = 
[,$:b, SO] E spi-lb mod Pi+ r, by the induction hypothesis. 
(b) Assume that P’, # 1. Then there exist natural numbers i and j, 
i < j, such that [si, sj] # 1. Hence [si, sj] =s; mod P,+l for suitable a, 
rE L, 1 QaQp- 1, 4<r<n-‘1 and by part (a) of the lemma 
[si, silo = [sg, $1 E [syi-lb, s;‘-‘~] s [si, sj]aiij-2b2 E sf+im2b2 mod P,, , . 
On the other hand, [si, s.]” E (s;)“~ sFa’-lb mod P,, ,, by part (a) of the 
lemma. Therefore b E a’-/-‘- ’ modp, as required. 
(c) Follows from part (b) of the lemma and Theorem 2.1(b). 
Remark. From now on, for a p-group of maximal class P with P’, # 1 
and a u as above, we fix the element s to be an element in P\P, which 
satisfies s” E sa mod P, for a suitable a E Z, 1 < a <p - 1. 
(3.2) LEMMA. Let P be a p-group of maximal class of order p”. Assume 
that P, is non-abelian and for 1 Q i, let [si, si+,] E ST mod Pri+,, 
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i < ri < n - 1, 1 < ai <p - 1. If P has a non-trivial automorphism o of order 
prime to p then 
(a) rf j > i then rj> ri + 2, provided ri < n - 2. If ri>n - 1 then 
rj = n. 
(b) P has degree of commutativity rl - 3. 
(c) lfrz > r, +2 then [S,,S1]=S~,‘-z+,modP,I_,+,,fort~2. 
(d) If r2 > r, + 2 then IP’, I< pp-*. 
Proof. (a) If P is metabelian then (a) is trivial. Let P,, be the first 
abelian Pi and for every t, 0 < t < w - 1, denote H,,-, = (P,+-, , s). Then 
by 1.6(a) H,,-( is a p-group of maximal class and H, is metabelian. Hence 
(a) holds for t = 0 i.e. for the group H,. We prove by induction on t that (a) 
holds for H,-,. For t = 0 we have just proved. Assume that (a) holds for 
H ,,--f and prove for H+-,. Denote H=HweI-,, for i, 1 ,<i< 
n+t+l-w, denote HCi)=Pw,-l-,+i and for q, l<q<n-t+l-w, 
h, = s ,++-,. Then Wf2,, s) = II,,-, and H = (H,-I, hi) = ((H(,,, s), hi). 
Therefore, we may assume without loss of generality that (a) holds for 
(Pz, s) and prove rz > r, + 2, if r, < n - 2 and ri = n otherwise. If s,, = 1 
then by the induction hypothesis P, is abelian and our assertion is trivial. 
Hence we may assume that sl* # 1. Let us compute [sj, s,]. 
If [s2, s,,s] = 1 then of course all of [sj, [s2, s,]], [[s~,s;‘], [s2, s,]], 
[ s2, s,, Sl -‘I, [s2,s,,ss2] are 1, hence [s,,s,] = [s~,s;‘] # 1. But then, by 
Theorem 3.1(a), a’bb = a*bab; i.e., a = 1, contradiction (a # 1). Therefore 
[s2,s1,s]# 1 and r,<n-2. Now, [s3,sl]= [s~,s;~][s~,s~,s] mod Prli2, 
by (*). If r, =r2 then [s3,s1] s [s~,s;‘] mod P,,,, and again a= 1, a 
contradiction. If rI > r2 then [So, s,] s [s3, s;‘] mod P,,, , and again a = 1. 
Hence ri < rz. But r,-r,=2 mod lo], for [s,,s2]u-s~,umodP,,+, implies 
b = a”-‘b and [s2, sJIU = sfp mod Pr2+, implies aba2b = a’“-‘b. Hence, 
ar2-r,-2 = 1. This implies rz - r, > 2. 
(b) 
assertion 
We prove, by induction on j and t, that [sj, s~+~] E P,.,+,-,. The 
is obviously true for j > w - 1 and t arbitrary, since 
H, = (P,-, , s) is metabelian. Hence, as we have seen above, we may 
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assume the assertion for j > 2 and every t and prove for j = 1 and every t. 
We compute [sl, si+,] in terms of [.sj, sj+l] j> 1, t > 1. Let x = [si, si 1. 
Then we may assume that [si, sr] = S;,--2+i mod Prlmlti, 0 <a <p - 1, by 
the induction hypothesis. Therefore [si+ , , s,] = s,:+‘,sf’+ i = s,:+‘, [six, ss; *] = 
s,~+‘~[s~s~,~~+~, SS;‘] mod Pr,+i* Hence 
Now, 
[sisF,-*+i, ss;l I = [SiSF,-*+j7 S][sisr,-2+i9sF11s 
=Si+l[Si+l~Sr,-2+1 ][s,9-*+i,s]([si,s;‘],~-,+i 
. [sF,-*+i~sY1l> 
[SiS,,-z+i, SST’] E Si+I[SF,-2+i, S][Si> ST’] modPrj+i 
Combining (1) and (2) we get 
(2) 
ISi+ s,] c [SF,-,+;, S](si, $2’1 modP,,+i. (3) 
But by our hypothesis [si, ST'] E Pl,+i-3 < Pr,+i-lr since r, < rz - 2, by 
part (a) and [sF,-~+~, sl E f’,,+i-l too. This proves our assertion. Now let 
k,=ri-2i-1, l<i. Then k,-ki-,=ri-ri-,+2>0, or ri>n-1 by 
part (a). We may assume ri < n - 2. Then ki > ki_ 1 and 
ki > k, for i> 1. (4) 
Since [si, si+,] E Pri+ I- r by the above assumption, it follows from part (a) 
that [Pi, Pi+,] < Pri+t-l. But Pri+,-l =PZi+l+ki. Hence by (4) [Pi, Pi+,] < 
P Zi+,+k, and P has degree of commutativity k, = r, - 3. 
(c) We prove part (c) by induction on i. It follows from (3) that if 
~i,Sl]--S~,-~+i mod Pr,-l+i then [S;+l,si] E [r~,-,+i,s][SitS;‘] mod 
have proved above, it follows that 
since by assumption r, < r2 - 3. But then 
sit i, s,] = [ [si, s,], s] mod Pr,+ir as required. 
(d) By part (a) of the lemma it suffices to show that 
[SllS,l EPn--p+*; i.e., r, > n -p + 2. Assume by way of contradiction that 
r, ( n -p + 2. Then r, + p - 2 < n and by part (c) of the Lemma [s,, sP] = 
P' I,+p--2 mod P,.,+p-l. But by 1.5(b) [s,,sP] EP,l+p--I, contradicting 
1 < a1 < p - 1. Therefore rl > n - p + 2 and consequently 1 P’, I< ppe2, as 
required. 
(3.3) LEMMA. Let P be a p-group of maximal class with P, of class 2 
and [P’, I= p”, d Q p - 1. Let P, be the unique maximal abelian Pi (see 
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1.12(a)). Assume that P has a nontrivial automorphism of order prime to p 
and let x be an element in P,\P,. Then 
(a) For every t, 1 < t ,< d, [sl, s,, 1] = s:!~+,-, mod Pnmd+*, where 
h, mod p, for certain hj E Z; 
(b) Let 1 <<, < & < .d. < 5, ,<p be all the solutions of I(t) = 0 mod p 
in the interval 1 < t < p, t E Z. Then c < w - 2 and to every z E Cpz(x)\Pd+2 
there exists a ri such that z E Pli+ ,\Pti+ z. 
(cl” IcP,w/pd+2I G Pw-2. 
Proof: (a) By direct calculation, or by Miech [8, Lemma 1.21, we find 
w-2 j 
I S,,S,+l]= [I n [S*+j,Sz+j, (t-(1 +j+~))s]c(t~j~w), 
j=O w=O 
c(&j,cu)=(-ly(‘-3-“)(;i,). (**) 
By Lemma 3.2(b) P has degree of commutativity k = n -d - 3. In 
particular, [si +j, s,+j, (t - (1 + j + W)S] E Ps(r,j,,) 7 where B(t, j, W) = 
n - d + t - 1 + j - w. For fixed t, P(t, j, o) takes its least value 1 for 
j-o=0 and Z=n-d+t- 1. So by (**), if n-d+t- 1 <n- 1; i.e., if 
t<d then [s;‘,s~+,] ~si!~+~-i mod Pn-d+lr where 
f(t) = -s (-lr’ i: (I-)-I) hjmod(P) 
(b) Let x=spu, 1 <a<p- 1, uEP, and yt=s;$, 1 <ei<p- 1, 
2<i<d, uiEPi+l, yi E CP2@). Then [x, yi] = 1 and by Lemma 3.2(a) this 
implies [S1,Si] E Pn-d-l+i’ Therefore 1 - I is a solution of I(t) = 6 over IF,, 
by part (a) of the lemma, wheref(t) denotes the residue class off(t) mod p, 
for every f(t) E Z [t]. But I(t) has degree w  - 2 at most, so Ict) has at most 
w  - 2 solutions in F,. This means that there are at most w  - 2 natural 
numbers 1 < ri ( l2 < . .. ( <, < p such that I(&) = 0 mod p. Hence 
c<w-2. Since d+2<p+ 1 and [y,,x]= 1 only ifi- 1 is a solution of 
I(f) = 0 mod p; i.e., i - 1 is one of the <i)s, we get the desired result. 
(c) Let c and &, 1 ,< i < c be as in part (b) of the lemma. It suffices to 
prove that for every 1 < i < c 1 CJx) n Phi+ i/C&) n P4,:l] < p and 
I c&) n P,,, Pd +2 I < P. For then 
I cp,W/pd+ 2 I < fj I cp,(x) n 4,+ I/cp2(4 n p,J. 
i= I 
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] C&x) n PI,+ r 1/1Pd+2 1 < pc < p’+*, by part (b) of the lemma. So, let 
Y, y’ E C&) such that y = SE+ 1u, y’ = sFi+ ,v, u, v E P1,+*, 1 < a, /I S p - 1. 
Then obviously z = #ry’-a E CPI(x) n Pl,+*. But then by part (b) of the 
lemma z E PIi+,+ 1 n G,(x>, hence I C&) n pli+ &&4 n psi+,+, I = P. The 
same argument shows that 1 CPz(x) n PtC+ l/Pd + 2 I= p, as required. 
(3.4) LEMMA. Let P be a p-group of maximal class of order p”. Let 
N = U(P’,) . K,(P,) and for every subgroup X < P denote f= XN/N. 
Assume that 
(i) P has a nontrivial automorphism o of order prime to p, and 
(ii) P, is nonabelian. 
If IF1 1 = pd and F,,, is theJirst abelian Fi, then p < \P,/J(F,)I < ptd’ *I/* for d 
even and w = (d + 3)/2 or p Q IF:/J(F,)I < pCd+‘)12, for d odd. 
ProoJ: Without loss of generality, we may assume that N = 1 and prove 
the lemma for P, instead of F, . Then P, is of class 2 and IP’i I = pd < p”-’ 
by 1.9(a). Hence P’, = P,-, and by Lemma 3.2(b), P has degree of 
commutativity k = n - d - 3. Now, Pi is abelian only if [si, si+ ,] = 1. Since 
k=n-d-3thishappensonlyif2i+1+n-dd33nn;i.e.,i~(d+l)/2. 
Hence 
w S (d + 3)/2 (5) 
It follows from Lemma 3.3(c) that I CPz(x)] < IPd+*( . p”-*. Consequently, 
/~~(~)~~~(“-d-*)+(w-l)=~n-d+w-3. If n - (d + 3)/2 < n - d + w - 3 then 
w > (d + 3)/2. For d even this contradicts (5) while for d odd w = (d + 3)/2, 
by (5). Hence for d even n - d + w - 3 < n - (d + 3)/2 and I C,(x)l < 
P O--d+W--3 < pn-(d+3U* < Ipwl; i.e., 
I C&d < IPW for d even and w = (d + 3)/2 
or ]C,(x)J < lP,,,l for d odd. (6) 
It follows from (6) that for d even, and if w # (d + 3)/2 then for d odd too, 
P, has no abelian subgroup M of maximal order such that x E P,\P,. But 
then certainly J(P,) <P,. This and (6) proves Lemma 3.4. 
4. THE TRANSFER THEOREM 
In the sequel we shall need Wielandt’s transfer theorem [9], but in a 
slightly different formulation: 
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(4.1) THEOREM. Let G be aJinite group, P a Sylowp-group of G and P, 
a weakly closed subgroup of G in P. Let N = No(P,) and assume that P has 
two subgroups P,, and P, s.t. the following conditions are satisfied: 
(i) P, is strongly closed in P; 
(ii) The strong closure of P, in P lies in W(N); 
(iii) P, and P, are normal subgroups of P,. 
(iv) If x E P,, y E P, then (x, y) . PI/P, has no section isomorphic to 
C, wr C, . Then N/Op(N) N G/OP(G). 
This formulation differs from the original one only in (iv), where instead 
of the requirement that “(x, y) ’ P,/P, has no section isomorphic C, wr C;,” 
appears the requirement “(x, y) . PI/P, has no exceptional section.” It is not 
difficult to prove that a finite p-group is exceptional-free iff it is C, wr C,- 
free. But we shall prove Theorem 4.1 in a different way. We recall the 
definition of an exceptional p-group. Let C* be the multiplicative group of 
the complex numbers and let C, be the subgroup of C*, ofpth roots of unity. 
Let S, be the symmetric group on p elements represented by p X p 
permutation matrices. A finite transitive p-subgroup of C* wr S, is an 
exceptional p-group (Ausnahmegruppe) if it has a diagonal element 
x E C, wr C, s.t. det(x) f 1. Now, by Tate’s theorem [6, p. 4311 it will 
suffice to prove Satz 1 of [9] for the case N/OP(N) is elementary abelian. In 
the proof of Satz 1 of [9] the coefficient group for the monomial represen- 
tation of G is chosen from C,,, where C,, is a cyclic direct component of 
N/Op(N). But as N/P(N) is elementary, n = 1 and we have to look for 
exceptional groups only in sections isomorphic to C, wr C,. 
Since C, wr C, is minimal irregular, the only irregular section of C, wr C, 
is C, wr C, itself. Hence if P is C, wr C,-free, every section of P which is 
isomorphic to a section of C, wr C, is regular, and, hence, non-exceptional, 
as required. 
The following corollaries are immediate. 
(4.2) COROLLARY. Let G be a finite group, P a Sylow p-subgroup of G. 
If P has no sections isomorphic to Cp wr C, then No(P)/O”(N,(P)) z 
G/@‘(G)- 
(4.3) COROLLARY. Let G be a finite group, P a Sylow p-subgroup of G. 
If no section H of P which is generated by two elements has elementary 
abelian section of order p” then N,(P)/W(N,(P)) z G/W(G). 
(4.4) COROLLARY. Let G be a j%tite group, P a Sylow p-subgroup of G 
of maximal class, p > 2. If P # C, wr C, then No(P)/Op(N,(P)) z G/Or(G). 
In particular, if N,(P) = PC,(P) then G has a normal p-complement. 
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Proof: It follows from the structure of p-groups of maximal class 
[ 1, p. 691 that if P # C, wr CD then P has no elementary abelian section of 
order >p”. Hence the result follows from Corollary 4.3. 
(4.5) COROLLARY. Let G be a finite group of odd order. Assume that p 
is the smallest prime in n(G) and G has a Sylow p-subgroup P of maximal 
class P f Cr wr C,. Then G has a normal p-complement. 
We shall refer to Theorem 4.1 and its corollaries as the “Transfer 
Theorem.” 
5. THE STRUCTURE OF A MINIMAL COUNTEREXAMPLE 
(5.1) LEMMA. Let G be a finite group with a Syiow p-subgroup P of 
maximal class of order p”, n > 5. Assume that G is a minimal counterex- 
ample to Theorem A. Then 
(a) O,(G)= 1; 
(b) ZflP:O,(G)] =p then O,(G)=P,. 
Proof: (a) Assume O,,(G) # 1. Then G/O,,(G) satisfies (a) or (b) of 
Theorem A. Since O,,(G/O,,(G)) = 1 G satisfies (a) or (b) of Theorem A. 
But this contradicts our assumption on G. 
(b) If JP:O,(G)j =p then either O,(G) = P, or O,,(G) is of maximal 
class by 1.2(a) and 1.6(b). 
Assume O,(G) # P, . Then O,(G) = S = (x, PJ, x E P\P, . Since ) P) > p5, 
S is a p-group of maximal class with S, = P, characteristic and 
But A= {(; ,“I I aJJ~b$o~pl has 4 = i(i 
tator subgroup. Hence A, AA and in our 
tradiction. 
a,bd,;o~p . 
i 
~)]cE .ZP) as the commu- 
case this means P n G, con- 
(5.2) LEMMA. Let G be a finite group with Sylow p-subgroup P of 
maximal class of order p”, n > 5. Let K, and K, be two normal p-subgroups 
of G and let N be a normal subgroup of G. Denote H = N . P and assume 
that the following conditions are satisfied: 
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(0 K2cK1<N,K1<PI; 
(ii) (K, :K,) >p*; 
(iii) [N, K2] < K, . 
Then H = O,,(H)P. 
ProoJ Since K, <P,, by assumption (i), K, = Pi for a certain i, i > 1, 
by 1.8 and si, si+ , & K, by assumption (ii). Now, assumption (iii) implies 
that x” E xy mod K, for every x E K,, h E H and a suitable y E P. In 
particular, for si, si+r and every h E N,(P) we have SF E si mod Pi+ 1 and 
$,I 3 sit, mod Pi+2, Hence, by Lemma 3.1(a), using its notations, 
a = b = 1. This implies that P has no non-trivial p’-automorphisms induced 
by H; i.e., N,(P) = Pa C,(P). But then H has a normal p-complement 
O,,(H), by the Transfer Theorem (see Sect. 4). Consequently H = O,,(H) . P, 
as required. 
(5.3) LEMMA. Let G, P, K,, K, be as in the previous lemma and for a 
subgroup H of G denote B = HKJK, . Assume that 
0) O,(G) < P,, and 
(ii) O,,(G)= 1. 
Then 
(4 Cz(E2) = C&f2); 
(b) If A*/K, is the largest abelian normal p-subgroup of P/K, then 
A* < O,(G); 
(c) Let K, = @(O,(G)) and A* as in part (b). If G is a minimal coun- 
terexample to Theorem A, then O,,(G) = A*, /P/O,(G)/ < p’-’ and 
I O,(G) I 2 P*. 
(d) If P, A G then No(P) = PT, where T is a cyclic group of order 
dividing p - 1. 
ProoJ (a) Define a subgroup N in G by N/K, = C&,). Then N A G 
and all the assumptions of Lemma 5.2 are satisfied by K, , K, and N. Hence, 
denoting H = NP, Lemma 5.2 implies H = O,(H). P. Since O,(G) = 1, by 
assumption (ii) of the lemma, H = P; i.e., N < P. Consequently C&,) = 
GF2 1. 
(b) If A* 4 O,(G) then OJ_C)$ A*, by 1.8 and assumption (i) of the 
Lemma. Hence, CdO,(e)) 2 A* and, by part (a), CdO,(G)) = 
C&O,(G)) A G. Consequently, CdO,(G)) < O,(c) $; A*, contradicting 
CdO,(G)) > x*. 
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(c) By definition, O,(G) is elementary abelian of order p’ and by 
,.7(a) F-G p - 1. If jO,(G)( =p the O,(G) is cyclic and O,(G) = Z(P), hence 
1 O,(G)] =p. But this contradicts condition (i) of Theorem A. Hence 
2 < Y <p - 1 and by part (b) O,(G) >.A*. Since O,(G) is abelian, 
O,(G) = x*, 
-- 
hence O,(G) = A *. Finally, [P/A*\ <IL*1 by 1.12(c). As -- 
IA* I = /O,(G)1 and p* < 1 O,(G)1 < Pp-‘, we get IP/O,(G)( = IP/O,(G)I < 
Ix*1 = IO,(G)/ < Pp-‘; i.e., (P/O,(G)/ Q p”-‘. 
(d) Set K, = 1 and K, = P, in part (a). Then C,(P,) = C,(P,) and 
PC,(P) < PC,(P,) = P. But N,(P)/PC,(p) 4 Am(P). Thus N,(P) has the 
desired form by Lemma 2.1 (c). 
(5.4) Remark. Lemma 5.1(b) yields that O,(G) <P, and by Lemma 
5.3(c) P,-, < O,(G). So O,(G) is a Pi for a natural number i, 1 < i < p - 1. 
The next step in the proof of Theorem A is the exact location of O,(G): In 
Section 8 we shall see that O,(G) = P,. To achieve this we shall consider 
two situations: 
(i) Pi_, is of class 3 at least (i > 2); 
(ii) Pip, is of class 2 (i > 2). 
We shall deal with the necessary preliminaries to case (i) in Section 6 and 
with case (ii) in Section 7. 
6. ~-GROUPS OF MAXIMAL CLASS WITH P,-, OF CLASS 3 AT LEAST 
In order to prove the main result of this section (Theorem 6.2) we have to 
discuss metabelian p-groups of maximal class with P, of class 3. 
(6.0) Let P be a metabelian p-group of maximal class of order p”. Assume 
that P, is of class 3 at least and let 
k-l 
Is,,s*I= n s”,k:;+,, O<~x,-,<p-l,xkfO,asin 1.9(b) (7) 
t=o 
Then by 1.9(b) 
k-it 1 
[s15 sj] = n S,Xk_;t+j-*+t* (8) 
I=0 
Hence [P,, P’, j = P2tn-k--lj and we may assume without loss of generality 
that 
K3(PI)= [P,,P;] =PZ(n-k-,) =p,-,; 
i.e., 
n-k=k+l. (9) 
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(6.1) LEMMA. Let P be a metabelian p-group of maximal class of order 
p”, n > 4. Assume that P has an automorphism IS which satisfies: 
(4 
-1 so= ss, ; 
@) s: = s, u, u E P, (and sp = [s;-, , f] for i > 2). 
Let vi = [v, (i - I)s] for i > 1, and every v E P,. Then 
(a) sp = siui[siel, s;‘]ipZair where ai E Pnpk+i, i> 2; 
(b) Is,, v] =n::,’ v~:~+,-,, where xkp, are as defined in formula 
(8) in 6.0 and v E P,; 
Cc> K’, ST] = [sl, s21 [sly u21 mod P,_,; 
(d) n-k-2modp. 
Proof: (a) Induction on i. 
sp= [s,,s]c= [s,u,ss;‘]= [s,,ss;‘]“[u,ss;‘] 
= [s,,s]~~‘~[u,s;l][u,s][u,s,s~] 
= (s,[s,, s;‘])“[u, s;‘] uz[u,, s,‘]. 
Since u E P, and P; = 1, 
Let a,= [sz,s;‘][u,,s;‘][u,,s;‘]. Then a,EP,-, since u,,u,E P,. 
Hence s; = szu2az, a2 E P,-,. This shows that our assertion is true for 
i= 2. 
where a;= [az,s]EP,-k+l. We show that the expression in the round 
brackets belongs to Pn-k+l. Since a2 E P,-, and a; E Pn-k+,r obviously 
I a24 -I], [s3, s;‘l, [u,, s;‘], [u,, s;‘] and of course [a;. s;‘] all belong to 
P n-k+ 1. Therefore (a) is valid for i = 3. 
Assume i>3 and si=siui[si-lrs;‘]i-2ai. Then 
SF+, = [s~~~(s~-~, s,]‘-*ai, ss;‘] 
= [Si, Q][Ui, s;‘][simI’s;‘, s;y2 
’ [aj,S;‘]([Sf, S][Ui, S][[Sf-*7 S;‘Jim23 s][si9 S]>s” 
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=sitlui+l 1s ,+l,~;11[u~+,,~;11([~~*-,,~;11i-2,~l 
* [q, s]y[si, s;‘][u,,s;‘][si-1, s;‘, S;‘]‘-*[ai, s;‘] 
=Si+]Ui+][si~s~l]i-l([si+]~s~l][ui+]~s~l] 
’ (Si, S], S]]i-2[U*,S]sT’[Ui, S;‘][Si_], S;‘, S;‘li-*[Ui, S;‘], 
since [[sib i, s;‘]~-‘, s] = [si, s; ‘Ii-*, 
It is easy to check that the expression in the round brackets belongs to 
P n-k-*+i+l’ 
(b) Since P, is a normal subgroup of P, every element of P induces an 
automorphism on P, by conjugation and it is an elementary well known fact 
that the map v: P-+ Aut(P,) defined by v: x -+ v(x), uv(x) = ax, for every 
a E P,, x E P, is a homomorphism and its kernel contains P,. Let R be the 
subring of End(P,) generated by v(s) and v(s,). Then, since 
[s, s, ] E P, < Ker v, R is a commutative ring (with unity v( 1)) in which every 
r E R has a representation by 
I = 2 /I, v(s)'v(s, y, A,EZ, O<i, j<p- 1, c*> 
ii 
and P,, written multiplicatively, becomes a cyclic right R-module generated 
by s, over R (see 1.3) with action ur = nUu*iJSiS~ for u E P, and r E R as in 
(*), Now, for every u E P, v(u) - v(1) is the commutation endomorphism of 
P, by U. Therefore, we may rewrite formulation (7) in 6.0 as 
s2(v(s,) - v( 1)) = s,(-C x,-,v(s) - v( l))n--k-2+‘) and since P, is generated 
by s, as an R-module, v(si) - v(1) = -C::d x~-~(v(s) - ~(l))‘-~-*+‘. In 
particular, for every u E P,, [II, s,] = u(v(s,) - v(1)) = v(--C xk-,(v(s) - 
~(l))“-~-~‘~) = JJ,u~~-~+~, as required. 
(cl ST = s, ui , by definition and s; = s2u2u2, u2 E Pnek, by part (a) of 
the lemma. Hence [sy, sf] = [s, U, , s,u,u,] = [s,, s,] [s,, u2] [si, a,], since 
ulr s2~Zu2 G P, and [P2, P2] = 1. As u2 E Pn-kr [s,,u,] E Pn-k-2+n-k= 
P 2(n--k--l) and the result follows from formula (9) in 6.0. 
(d) We show that [si, s2]0 = [ sp,s;] implies n-k-2~Omodp. By 
formula (7) in 6.0 [si, s2]0 = nf:i (s”,lr~+,)“. Therefore, by part (a) of the 
Lemma, 
k-l k-l k-l 
[s1,s2]o= n s”,“-&+,, n +z&+t n ~Z~+t 
I=0 t=o t=o 
k-l 
’ 5 [&k+t-1, S;1](“-k-2+t’xk4T 
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anpk+, E P2(n-k-lj+t. Since P2(n-k-lJ+r =Pn-l+t by fomh (9) in 6.0, 
a n-kEP,-l, anektl= 1 for t> 1 and 
k-l 
Now, 
[s,-k-,, s;’ ]= [S,-k-l,S1]-S”= [s&-k-$“= [S,,S,-k-I][S,,Sn-k-1, 
s;‘] (see 1.13(d)). By 1.9(h) and formula (9) in 6.0 [sl, s,,-~-,] = 
s;k_, modP,-,, hence [SIT sn-k-1, s;‘] = 1 and [~,,-~-i, s;‘] = 
s;k2 modP,-,. Substituting this to (10) we get, noting that nf:d u:?;.+, = 
(s,, ut] by part (b) of the lemma, 
But by part (c) of the lemma [sy, $1 = [si, s2] [s,, u2] mod P,-, . Since u is 
an automorphism of P, we may compare (11) with part (c) of the lemma and 
this yields x:(n - k - 2) = 0 modp; i.e., IZ - k - 2 E 0 modp, as required. 
(6.2) THEOREM. Let P be a p-group of maximal class of order p”, n > 5, 
and let P, be the maximal abelian normal subgroup of P, w > 3 (see 1.12). If 
P W-I is of class 3 at least and [P,, P,- ,] = P, then w s r mod p. 
ProoJ To prove Theorem 6.2 denote H = (P,_, , s). Then H is a p-group 
of maximal class of order p”-“‘+*, by 1.6(a), with h,= s,-*+, and 
Ht=Pw-*it* It is easy to check that s,,-* induces an automorphism u on H 
which satisfies conditions (a) and iJ3) of Lemma 6.1 and since H, = P, is 
abelian all the conditions of Lemma 6.1 (for H in place of P) are satisfied. If 
[h,,h,l=h>modH,+,, l,<x,,<p-1, then c E 2 mod p, by 
Lemma6.l(d). As r=w+c-2, c=r+2-w and cc2modp implies 
r 3 w  mod p, as required. 
(6.3) COROLLARY. Let P be a p-group of maximal class of order p”, 
n > 5 and let P, be the maximal abelian normal subgroup of P. Let 
[Pw,Pw-,l =p,. o-p,-1 is of class 3 at least and w $ r mod p then w < 2. 
For, if w > 3 then w 3 r mod p, by Theorem 6.2. 
7. LINEAR GROUPS WITH QUADRATIC ACTION 
(7.0) We introduce here some notations and recall results from 
Glauberman’s paper [ 51. 
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(a) Let V be a vector space over a field F, W a subspace, S a subset 
or an element of V and let G be a group of operators on V, Denote the 
action of g E G on w  E W by wg. We shall use the following notations: 
(S, G] = Sp{wg - w / w E S, g E G}, [w,g] = wg -w; 
C,(G)=(wE WI~~=w,foreverygEG}; 
C,(W)=(gEG(ti=w, for every WE W}. 
[ W, Gl and C,(G) are subspaces of V and C,(W) is a subgroup of G. These 
objects arise naturally in the semidirect product I/. G. 
In (b), (cl and (4 we recall some notions from Glauberman’s paper 151. 
(b) (15, p. 2531) Let Qd(p) be the semidirect product of a two- 
dimensional vector space V over FP by the special linear group 5X(v) on V. 
Let F(p) be the normalizer of some Sylow p-subgroup of Qd(p), thus 
IQd(p)l = p3(p3 - 1) and IF( = P~(P - 1). 
(c) ([5, p. 2551) Suppose G is an operator group on an abelian group 
V. We say that an element x of G acts quadratically on I/ if [V, x] # 1 and 
[V,x,x]= 1. 
(d) (IS, p. 1551) Let G be a group. Suppose G g SL(2, p’) and G acts 
faithfully as an operator group on an elementary abelian group V. Let G be 
the group of automorphisms of V determined by G. We say that V is a 
canonical module for G if there exists a field F of endomorphisms of V such 
that I/ is a two-dimensional vector space over F and 6 = SL(V, F). We say 
that V is a semi-canonical module for F if V is a non-zero direct sum of a 
finite number of canonical modules for G. Finally, we recall some results 
from Glauberman’s paper [5], for the convenience of the reader. 
(e) (15, Lemma 2.5(b)]) Let V be a finite-dimensional vector space 
over F,, p > 2. Assume that G is an irreducible group of linear transfor- 
mations of V that is generated by two p-elements, .x and y, that act 
quadratically on V. Then either G z SL(2, pm) for some m and V is a 
canonical module for G or 1 VI = 8 1, [Z(G)1 = 2 and G/Z(G) z A,. 
(f) (15, Theorem 3.11) Consider the following situation. 
HYPOTHESIS I’. Suppose p is a prime, V a finite abelian p-group and G 
is a subgroup of Aut(V). Assume: 
(I’.l) h4 is a maximal subgroup of G; 
(Il.2) S is a Sylow p-subgroup of M; 
(1’.3) A is a non-identity abelian subgroup of S; 
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(1’.4) A @ U,(G); 
(I’S) [V,A,A] = 1; 
(1’.6) whenever g E G\M, (A, g) = G. 
Assume Hypothesis I’. Then 
(a) S is a Sylow p-subgroup of G; 
(b) the intersection nxeC M” is a normal subgroup of G and has 
O,(G) as a Sylow p-subgroup; and 
(c) there exists k E G such that Ak @M. 
Choose a fixed k E G that satisfies (c). Let B = Ak. Let r= V/C,(G) and 
X= [v, G]. Then 
(d) G = (A, B); 
(e) X = 1 v, A] x [V, B] and C,(X) < O,(G); 
(f) C,(A) = [v, A], C,(B) = [r, B] and C,(G) = 1. 
(Since parts (g)-(i) of Theorem 3.1 of [5] is not relevant to our 
investigation we do not quote them here.) 
(g) ([S, Theorem 3.21) Assume Hypothesis I’. Suppose p is odd, 
IA j =p and C,(G) = 1. Then G E SL(2, p) and V is a semi-canonical 
module for G. 
(h) Finally, we mention the following trivial fact: F(p) (see 7.0(b)) 
has for every primitive root aElF, a normal series 
1 n H, A H, A Hf: = F(p) with the following properties: 
(a) H, is elementary abelian of order p2, HO = (x, y) 
(b) H, = H,(u), (u ( = p, xUi = xy’, y” = y. 
(c) H; = H,(t), (t( =p - 1, u1 = u’*, x’ =x0+, y’ = y’. 
Proof: Take 
(7.1) THEOREM. Let G be a finite group of linear transformations acting 
on a vector space V of dimension d < p - 1 over IF,. Let p(G) be the set of 
all the subgroups of G and let us define t: G X G-p(G) by 
L(x, g) = (x, x”), x, g E G. Let A = {i(x, g) 1 L (^x, g) is not a p-group} and 
assume that the following condition is satisfied: 
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(i) There exist elements x, g’ E G s.t. x acts quadratically on V and 
L(x,g’)EA. 
Then 
(a) i(x,g’) contains a minimal element L of A s.t. L = L(x, 1) for 
some 1 E L(x, g’) and there exists a Sylow p-subgroup B of L which contains 
x set. N~(GV’o>> 2 N,(B), w  h ere P, = (x) and N,(B) = R T, T cyclic of 
orderp- 1. 
(b) Let L and P, be as in part (a). If N,(C,(P,)) = N,(P,) then 
L z SL(2, p). 
We prove Theorem 7.1 through Lemmas 7.2-7.6. 
(7.2) LEMMA. Assume the notations of Theorem 7.1 and suppose that 
G, B, x and g’ satisfy condition (i) of Theorem 7.1. Let A, be the set of the 
minimal elements of A. Then 
(a) Every L E A, has a normal subroup N s.t. L/N z SL(2, p) and 
there are subgroups W, < W, of V such that WJW, is a canonical module 
for L/N (see 7.0(d)). 
(b) Let L and N be as in (a). Then N = O,(L) and L = (x,x’), 
1 E L\N. 
Note. Part (b) agrees with Corollary 4.2 of [5]. But in our case we can 
prove it more simply. 
Proof. (a) By assumption A, # 4. Let L E A,. First we prove that V has 
at least one L-composition factor W s.t. [W, L] # 0. Assume [ W, L] = 0 to 
every L-composition factor W of V and let Q # 1 be a Sylow q-subgroup of 
L, q fp, q a prime. Since L stabilizes a normal series of V, Q stabilizes it 
too. But this forces [V, Q] = 0; i.e., Q = 1, as G is a group of linear transfor- 
mations. Therefore [ W, L] # 0 for at least one L-composition factor W of V. 
Now let W be an L-composition factor of V s.t. [ W, L] # 0. Then x or 9’ 
does not act trivially on W. Assume x acts nontrivially and xg acts trivially 
on W. Then x and xg cannot be conjugate in L. By the minimality of L in A, 
to every 1 E L, L(1) is either a p-group or is the whole of L. We claim that 
there is an 1 E L s.t. L(1) = L and hence L is generated by two elements of 
order p, x and x’ which act quadratically on W. Indeed, if L(1) #L to every 
1 E L, then L(1) is ap-group to every 1 E L and (x)” is contained in a normal 
p-subgroup H of L which obviously doesn’t contain xp. Hence L = (x, xg) = 
(H, x”) = H(9), as H n L. But ) H( = p” and 1(x”)] = p. This contradicts 
L E A and proves our claim. Let N be the kernel of the representation of L 
on W. Then by [5, Lemma 2.5(b)] (See 7.0(e)) L/N z SL(2, p’) for some r 
and W is a canonical module for L/N. We prove r = 1. L/N has an element 
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hN of order p + 1. Let L, = (PO, Pt), P, = (x). Then L,N/N g SL(2, P) and 
L, is not a p group. Therefore L, = L by the minimality of L in /i and 
L/N z SL(2, p), as required. 
(b) Let 0=V,<V2<... ( I’, = V be an L-composition series of V 
and let w2 ,..., wI be the representations of L on Wi = Vi/Vi_ 1, 2 ,< i < t, with 
kernels N,, 2 < i < t, respectively. If Q is a Sylow q-subgroup of N, = 
of=* Ni, q # p, then Q centralizes a normal series of V and [ V, Q] = 0; i.e., 
Q = 1. Therefore N,, < O,(L) < Ni, 2 < i < t. If Ni = O,,(L) = N, we are 
done. Hence we may assume that N, # N2. By part (a) L/N, z L/N, z 
SL(2,p). Let N = N, r7 N, and to every subgroup H <L, denote fi = HN/N. -- - 
Iv, z N, NJN, 4 SL(2, p), N, g 15, . fl,/fl, 6 SL(2, p). Hence we have 
two possibilities: 
(a) Lr SL(2, p) X SL(2, p), NI g @, Z SL(2, p). 
($) (A+(N,I=2. 
Assume (a) and let F0 be a Sylow p-subgroup of L that contains X and let!, 
and p, be Sylow p-subgroups of N, and fi, respectively s.t. F,, = P, X P,. 
Then there exist elements Xi E pi, i = 1, 2, s.t. X= Xi . X2 and we may 
assume X # I. Let 6 E fl, be an element of order p + 1. Then #, = (2, , I$ 
and (3, i) < N, x (fz) < E, contradicting (3, X”) = L. Hence we may 
assume (/I). In particular N, x 3, < Z(L). Let Q be a Sylow 2-subgroup of -- 
L. Then Q/N, = (2, is a quaternion 2-group. Assume L’ = E. Since -- 
QnL’fJZ(L),<Q’,#,x~,,<Q’ and Q/Q’E&/Q~~Z~XZ~ and Qis 
of maximal class, contradicting #, x N, < Z(Q). Hence L’ #J? and all the 
Sylow p-subgroups of L are contained in L’ contradicting L = (X.X”), 
Therefore (/I) is impossible too, and N, = Nz, i.e., N, = N,. Finally, 
L = (x,x’) 1 E L by part (a) and I@ N. For if 1 E N then x’ = x mod N and 
L = (x, x’) = N(x) is a p-group, violating L E A 0. 
(7.3) LEMMA. Let notations be as in Lemma 7.2, let L E A, and assume 
(i) of Theorem 7.1. Let P, = (x) and define subspaces Vi and Xi of V as 
follows: 
Then 
V,, = 0 andfor i > 1 Vi/Vi_l = C,,i_I(L) 
X0= [V,L] andfori> 1 Xi= Vi+X,. 
(*) 
(**) 
(a) There exists a natural number i,, s.t. Vi,+j = Vi, for every natural 
number j and V/Vi0 is a semi-canonical module for L/N. 
(b) Xi/Vi= [VTP,] + Vi/Vi@ [V,PgO] + VJVi; 
(C) [ V, PO] + Vi/Vi = C,,,r,(Po) and [ V, P:] + v/i/Vi = C,yi,,i(f’t)- 
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Proof. (a) Assume that the series of the distinct Vi’s terminates at V. 
Then L stabilizes a normal series (L-invariant series) of V and is a p-group, 
contradicting L E /1,. Hence there is a Vi0 # V s.t. C,,,,(L) = 0. Then with 
G = L/C,(V/V,,) it follows from [5, Theorem 3.21 see 7.0(g)) that 
C,( V/Vi,) = N and V/Vi0 is a semi-canonical module for L/N. 
Parts (b) and (c) follow from [5, Theorem 3.1(c) and 3.1(f)] (see 7.0(f)) if 
we set P, for A, N,(B) for M, B a Sylow p-subgroup of L, Xi+ ,/Vi+ 1 for X 
and V/V{+ 1 for V. 
(7.4) LEMMA. Let notations be as in Lemma 7.2 and Theorem 7.1 and 
assume (i) of Theorem 7.1. Let W, < W, < W, be a series of L-submodules 
of Vs.t. [W,,L]< Wi-,, i=2,3 andlet K=C,(W,/W,). Then 
(a) KflL, KN=L andlL:Kl<p 
(b) x-xgmodKand [w,x]- (w,Xg]mod W,,foreuery WE W,. 
Proof. (a) Since W, and W, are L-invariant, K A L. Hence 
KNIN A L/N. By Lemma 7.2(a) L/N z SL(2,p). Therefore either 
] KN/N( = 2 or KN = L. But L/K is an abelian p-group by [6, Theorem 2.9, 
p. 2641 since it stabilizes the L-invariant series W, > W, > W,. Hence 
KN = L. It remains to show that (L : Kl = p. Let N, = K n N and for a 
subgroup A (or element y) of L let 2 = ANO/NO (~7 = YN,,). Then t= K X fi. 
We may assume that K # L. Then there exist elements I? E I? and ti E fl such 
that .i? = E. ti. We claim that s is an elementary abelian p-group; N = N/N, 
stabilizes an R-invariant series of length 2 at most (namely, W, > W, > W,), 
hence N/N, is abelian. On the other hand, N/N, is a p-group which is 
isomorphic to a subgroup of Aut( WJW,). Since dim V < p - 1, by 
assumption, obviously dim( W,/ W,) < p - 1 and exp(N/N,) < p, by 
[6, Th. 16.5(a), p. 3841. Hence g is elementary abelian and fl< Z(z). This 
implies that as x = k . n then for every iE L, Z7= R. k= R. tiE E. (5). 
But then (2, fr) < K(fi). Therefore, since L = (x,x’) for some 1 EL by 
7.2(a), .E = K(n). As R is elementary abelian, /%/ <p and 
JL :KJ=JL:KJ<p. 
(b) Follows from part (a) since (L/K1 < p clearly implies (b). 
(7.5) LEMMA. Let notations be as in Lemma 7.3 and assume (i) of 
Theorem 7.1. Then 
(a) For euery i > 1 C,JP,) = C,i(P”O) = V, ; 
(b) For every i > 1 C,,(P,) = [V, P,] + V, and Cxi(PE) = [V, PgO] + V, ; 
(c) C,(P,) = [V, P,] + V, and C,(PfJ = [V, Pf,) + V,. 
ProoJ (a) By induction on i. For i = 1 (a) holds by definition (*) in 7.3. 
Let i > 2 and let CJVi-, = C,,i,y,-,(P,,) and Di/Vi-, = Cyi,yi-2(PgD). By 
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Lemma 7.4(b) [u, x] z [u, x”] mod Vi-? for every u E Vi. Hence Ci = Di = 
Ci n Di. Since (PO, Pi) = L, Ci n Di = Cvilvi_,(L), hence Ci n Di < Vi-, 
and Ci=Di< Vi-,. Hence C,,(P,) Q Vi-, and C,i(Pi) < Vi-l, as 
CVi(PO) < Ci and C,i(P$ < Di* Consequently C,JP,) = Cy,~,(PO), C,,(Pf,) = 
Cvim,(PfJ and (a) follows by the induction hypothesis. 
(b) Let vEXi. Then U=U+W, uE Vi, wE [V,L]. If vEC,,(P,) 
then ~*=~~+~~=(~+a)+(w+p)=u, where a=[u,x], /3=[w,x] and 
Cf E vi-*7 /3 E [V, P,]. Hence a +p = 0 and /3 E C,,JP,) since [p, P,] < 
[ V, P,, P,] = 0, as x acts quadratically on V. Therefore p E V, by part (a), 
w + VI/V, E Cx,,v,(Po) and w = [ uO, x] + U, , where u0 E V, v, E V,. Hence 
P= [wxl= [[v,,x] + u,, x] = [uO, x, x] = 0, since x acts quadratically on 
V. Consequently /3 = a = 0, i.e. 24 E C,,(PO), w E [ V, P,] + V, . Since 
C,,(P,) = V, by part (a), u = u + w E [V, P,] + V,. But obviously 
[ VY PO1 + VI G cxpo> and Cxi(PO) = 1 V, P,] + V,. By the same argument 
Cxi(Pi) = [ V, Pf,] + V, , as required. 
(c) By Lemma 7.3(a) V/Vi0 is a semicanonical module for L/N. 
Hence [V/V,,, L/N] = V/Vi0 and [V, L] + Vi,= V. By definition (**) in 7.3 
[ V, L] + Vi, = Xi,. Hence V = Xi, and C,(P,) = C,,(Pfj) = [ V, Pg,] + V, , by 
part (b). 
(7.6) LEMMA. Let notations and assumptions be as in Lemma 7.5, and 
Theorem 7.1. Then 
(b) N,(C,(P,)) has a cyclic subgroup T of order p - 1. 
Proof For every subgroup A of L and every element u of L let 
A = AN/N and I = UN. Let (r> be a complement of c0 in N,(pJ, 1 t j =p - 1. 
(Remember that Lr SL(2, p)) If W is a nontrivial L-module then C,(pJ is 
t-invariant. Now, C,(X,/V,) = N and X,/V, is a semi-canonical module for 
L by [5, Theorem 3.21 (see 7.0(g)) as CxlIv,(L)= VJV, by [5, 
Theorem 3.1(f)] (see 7.0(f)). Hence Cx,,V, (p,,) is f-invariant and obviously N- 
invariant. By [S, Theorem 3.1(f)] Cx,,v,(PO) = [V, P,] + V,/V,. Hence 
Cxi,,(Fo) = Cx,,v,(Po> = [V, P,] + V,/V,. Consequently [V, P,] + V, is t- 
invariant and obviously N-invariant. But [V, P,] + V, = C,(P,) by Lemma 
7.5(c). Hence N < N,(C,(P,)) and t E N,(C,(P,)). Since 1 t) = p - 1 
(rz X.(2, p)) this proves Lemma 7.6. 
(7.7) We turn to the proof of Theorem 7.1. 
(a) Let B be a Sylow p-subgroup of L. Then (a) follows from 
Lemma 7.6. 
(b) Let L be a minimal element of A which lies in L(x, g’). Then the 
assumption of Theorem 7.1(b) implies that N,(C,(P,)) = NL(PO). Hence by 
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Lemma 7.6 t E NL(Po) and N Q N,(P,). Since P, is of order p and N is a p- 
group, by Lemma 7.2(b), this implies that N< C,(P,). By the same 
argument N < CL(PO). But since L = (P,, PE) this means that N < Z(L). In 
particular, N is abelian and since ]P,l =p by [6,Th. 17.4, p. 1211 
L = N x L,, where L, z SL(2, p). Let T be the subgroup mentioned in 
Lemma 7.6(b) and let T= (t). Then xL = xa, 2 Q a < p - 1 and [x, t] = 
xp-’ # 1. Since L,A L and tn E L,, for some n E N, [x, t] EL,. Thus 
1 # [x, t] E L, n P, and as P, is of order p, P, < L,. Hence by Lemma 
7.2(a) L = (P,,, Pb) ,< L, and L = L, as required. 
8. STRUCTURE OF A MINIMAL COUNTEREXAMPLE (CONTINUED) 
The main result of this section is that if G is a minimal counterexample to 
Theorem A then O,(G) = P, . 
(8.1) LEMMA. Let G be a finite group with a Sylow p-subgroup P of 
maximal class. Suppose that the following hold 
(i) G is a minimal counterexample to Theorem A; 
(ii) O,(G) = Pi, i > 2; 
(iii) Pi-,/@(Pi) is of class 2. 
Then 
(a) 2 < i < p - 2; 
(b) No(Pi- 1) = N,(P) or PI A No(Pi- 1) and No(P,- 1)/P, z PSL(2, p) 
or N,(P,- JPl z PSL(2, p) + ; 
(c) Let Pj = C,i(P,- ,). Then N,(P,) = N,(P) or N,(Pj) = NG(P1) and 
NG(Pj)/P* E PSL(2, p)‘; 
Cd) WL P) 4 G/G,(G) 4 GL(3, P). 
Proof. (a) Since Pi- J@(PJ is not abelian by supposition (iii), 
[Pi-i, Pi] 4 @(Pi). As @(Pi) > Pi+p-, , this means that if P has degree of 
commutativity k then i - 1 + i + k < i + p - 1; i.e., i < p - k. Since 
n > p + 3 by assumption (i), k > 1 by 1.5(a). Hence i < p - 1. This proves 
(a). 
(b) Since O,(G) = Pi, obviously Pi-, m G, hence if (b) is false then 
N&P,) has structure as described in Theorem A(b)(a) or (j3) or (y) or (E). If 
P, is abelian then P, = O,(G) by Lemma 5.3(c). Hence (p) and (y) cannot 
occur. In case (E) i must be 2 for by (a) 2 < i < p - 2 and by Theorem 
A(b)(s) i can be 1 or 2 or p - 1. So i = 2 in both cases (a) and (E). But then 
@(Pi) = @(P,) = P,+, , hence Cp2,pp+,(P,/Pz) must be P,/P,+ , , contradicting 
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lplYpp-l]~pp+l as P has degree of commutativity >l (i.e., Pp- ,/P,+ 1 < 
C ~2,~p+,t41PzN~ Thus @I holds. 
(c) If (c) is false then, as in part (b), only Theorem A(b)(a) and 
Theorem A(b)(&) may hold for N,(P,.). In the first case i must be 2, since P, 
is abelian. But this leads to a contradiction as in part (b). If Theorem 
A(b)(&) holds for N,(Pj) then since Pi A G, i must be 2 again, by part (a), 
and this leads to a contradiction as in part (b). Hence it remains only to 
show that N,(P,)/P, & PSL(2, p). Set Y= PJ@(Pi), P, = Pi- ,/Pi in 
Theorem 7.1 and let L, N and T as in Theorem 7.1 and Lemma 7.2. Then by 
Lemma 7.6(b) p - 1 ( N,(P,) hence obviously p - 1 1 N&P,). This proves (c). 
(d) By supposition (i) and Lemma 5.1(a) N,(P) = PT,, where T, is a 
cyclic subgroup of N,(P) of order dividing p - 1 and if NG(P,)/P1 z 
PSL(2, p)’ then 1 T, 1 = p - 1. Let T, = (tl) and assume the notations of 
part (c). Assume that V has a chain of t,-invariant subspaces 
0 = v, < v, < * . . < Vd=V, s.t. dim(Vi,,/Vi-,)=l, for 2<i<d and if 
vi = Vi-, + (vi) then u:’ z liui mod Vi-, , Izi E IF,,. Since (1 f, 1, p) = 1, t, is 
diagonalizable on V and V has an ordered basis Us,..., ud such that 
u:’ = &ui, 2 < i < d. Therefore, if Jt, 1 = p - 1 it follows from Lemma 3.1 (a) 
and the fact that dim Y,< p - 1, that if E is the set of the eigenvalues of r, 
on V then ES {b, ab ,...., ap-‘b} and every eigenvalue appears with 
multiplicity 1. Thus 
(*) dim V’(t,)< 1 for every I E IF,, where V’(t,)= (v E V/ L”’ =Au) 
and lt,l=p- 1. 
If T2 is another complement of P in N,(P) and T, = (tz) then t, = t: U, 
where CI is a natural number, 1 < a < p - 1, (a, p - 1) = 1 and u E P. Hence 
si2 E siy” s sii’ mod Pi,, and since t: is a generator of T,, dim V’(tl) < 1, 
by (*). Hence 
(**) For every element t, of order p - 1 in N,(P) dim V”(l,) < 1. 
Assume now that N,(Pj) = N,(P,) and N,(Pj)/P, E PSL(2, p)‘. Then, 
since the normalizers of the p + I Sylow p-subgroups of N,(Pj) are 
conjugate and every cyclic subgroup of order p - 1 is contained in such a 
Sylow normalizer, (**) implies that dim V’(t) < 1 for every 1 E lFp, where 
T = (t) is a cyclic subgroup of order p - 1 of N&P,) s.t. TP,/P, <L (see 
Theorem 7.1(a)). But then in particular dim C,(T) < 1 and obviously 
dim C,(L) < 1 and CvIcvtLj (L> = C&)/C,(L). M oreover as V/C,(L) is a 
semicanonical module for L/N by Lemma 7.3(a), this implies that V/C,,(L) 
is actually a canonical module for L/M: For if dim V/C,(L) > 2 then 
dim V> 3 and among the eigenvalues a’- lb, ajb, aj+‘b of t on V at least two 
have order dividing p - 1 properly. However, if dim V/C,(L) > 2 this 
violates 7.0(b). Hence dim V< 3 and G/P, 4 GL(3, p) and N is abelian. 
Therefore, by 16, Th. 17. 4, p. 1211 L = NL,, L, z SL(2, p). This proves 
part (d) of the Lemma. 
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(8.2) PROPOSITION. Let G be a Jnite group with a Sylow p-subgroup P 
of maximal class. 
Assume that 
(i) G is a minimal counterexample to Theorem A. 
(ii) O,(G) # P,. 
Then 
(a) P, is of class 3 at least. 
(b) O,(G) = P,. 
Proof: Assume cl(P,) ,< 2. Then by Lemma 8.1(d) 
SL(2, p) C, G/O,(G) C, GL(3, p). As O,(G/O,(G)) = 1, G/O,(G) has no 
normal subgroup of order prime to p and by assumptions (i) and (ii) 
G/O,,(G) has no normal subgroup of index prime to p. Checking the list of 
subgroups o_f PSL(3, p) in [ 2 1 we find that no such G/O,(G) exists.Conse- 
quently cl(Pi_ ,) > 3 and by Corollary 6.3, Assumption (ii) and 1.8 Pi = P,. 
This proves parts (a) and (b) of Lemma 8.2. 
(8.3) THEOREM. Let G be a finite group with a Sylow p-subgroup p of 
maximal class of order p”, n >p + 3. If G is a minimal counterexample to 
Theorem A then O,(G) = P,. 
Proof. By induction on n. 
n = p + 3: If O,(G) # P, then O,(G) = P, by Proposition 8.2(b). 
Therefore C,(U(P,)) A G. By 1.7(a) U(P,) = P,+, and since n =p + 3, 
U(P,) = P, _ *. Hence 
C,(P, - 2) A G. (12) 
Since n > p + 2, P has positive degree of commutativity, by 1.5(a). Hence 
IP,pz, P,] = 1; i.e., P, < C,(P,-,). But then 1.10 implies 
CPP-2) =p,. (13) 
By Lemmas 5.1(a) and 5.3(a) C,(P,-,)=C,(P,-,). Thus (12) and (13) 
imply P, = CP(Pn-J = C,(P,-,) A G; i.e., P, A G. 
n > p + 3: If O,(G) # P, then we may assume that n Q 2p. For assume 
n>2p+ 1. Then either n=2p+ 1 or n>2p+2. If n=2p+ 1 then by 
1.7(a) U,(P) = P,, = P,_ 1 and since O,(G) = P, by Proposition 8.2(b), P,-, 
is a normal subgroup of G of order p. As IPIP,_, ( = p”-’ = p2p > pP+3, 
P, A G by the induction hypothesis. Hence n > 2p + 2 and consequently 
n-p+l>p+3. This implies that IP/P,-,+,(>,pP+3. But by 1.7(b) 
W2)=P,-p+,, hence P+,+, is a nontrivial normal subgroup of G. 
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Therefore by the induction hypothesis for G/sl(Pz), P,/Q(P,) A G/Q(P,) and 
P, A G. Thus we may assume, if O,(G) #PI, that 
p+4,<n,<2p. (14) 
We recall from Lemma 3.2(a) that if Is,, sz] = sF1 mod P,!, , 1 ,< a <p - 1, 
and [sz, s3] E SF* mod P,.>+, , 1</3<p-1, then r,-r,>2 or r,>n-I. 
Assume that O,(G) #P,. Then O,(G) = P, and cl(P,/@(Pz)) > 3 by 
Proposition 8.2(a) and 8.3(b). In particular, 
PI/P; is of class 3 at least. (15) 
This implies that rz -r, > 2. For if r2 - r, = 2 then IP’, : P;I = p* and 
) Pi/Pi/ = p*. On the other hand, since P2/Pi is abelian, PIP’, has positive 
degree of commutativity by 1.9(c) and IZ(P,/P’,)I > p*. But then by 1.8 
(P,/W = p;lpl, < W,/P,) and PI/P; is of class 2, contradicting (15). 
Thus r1 - rl > 2 and by Lemma 3.2(d) lP{ I\< p”-‘. Hence, as n < 2p by 
(14), P’, <P,-,+2 and Z(P,)>P,-,. Therefore P,+,<PDm2<Z(P,). 
Hence, since n - 2 > p - 1, C,(P,+ 1) = P, by 1.10. But P,+, = U(P,) by 
1.7(a) and CG(Pp+,) = C,(P,+I) by Lemmas 5.1 and 5.3(a). Consequently 
P, = C,(P,+ 1j = C,(P,+ J A G; i.e., P, A G, contradicting the assumption 
O,,(G) # P,. Hence O,(G) = P, as required. 
9. THE PROOF OF THEOREM A 
(9.0) We recall some results from Feit’s works [3] and 141. 
(a> [3,p. 5711 W e say that a finite group G is of type L*(p) if every 
composition factor is either a p-group or a p’-group or is isomorphic to 
pw2, PI. 
(b) [3, p. 5711 Let G be a finite group with a cyclic Sylow p-subgroup 
P for some prime p. Assume that G is not of type L,(p). Suppose that G has 
a faithful indecomposable representation Y’ of degree d ,<p in a field of 
characteristic p. Then p # 2, lPI = p, YIP is indecomposable and 
C,(P) = P x Z(G). Furthermore d >j(p - 1) and d > &p - f in case 
p> 13. 
(c) [4, p. 3951 Suppose that the following conditions are satisfied: 
(i) p is a prime and \Pl = p where P is a Sylow p-subgroup of the 
group G; 
(ii) C = C,(P), N = N,(P), Z = Z(G) is cyclic; 
(iii) l<e=]N:C]<p-l,p-l=te,N=DCwith]Dl=e; 
(iv) C=PXZand(]Z],e)=l.ThusN=PDXZ 
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Assume that e = 2, G is simple and G has a faithful representation of degree 
d < p in a field of characteristic p. Then p - 1 = 2” with a > 1 and 
G z PSL(2, p - 1). 
(9.1) In this and the next subsection we recall some results from the 
previous sections and some of their immediate consequences to which we 
shall refer frequently. 
(a) Let P be a p-subgroup of maximal class of order p”, n >p + 2 and 
let 1 <i<n- 1. If n-i=(ri-l)(p-l)+u,, l<u,<p-1 then 
exp(P,) = Ti. (1.7) 
(b) Let notations be as in (a) and let r = ri. Then P, has two series of 
characteristic subgroups: 
(8):l=n,<n,<a,<...<a,=P,, fii=Ri(P,), O<i<r; 
(U):U,>U,>U*>*~~>U,=l, Ui=Ui(PI), O<i<r. 
(16) 
Cc) I.ni(Pj>lni-~(Pj>I G P”-’ and if sZi(Pj) # Pj then If2,(Pj)/ 
Qi-,(Pj)( = f-1. (1.7) 
Cd) I Ui(Pj>lUi + 1 (Pj>l G P”- ’ and if Ui+ 1(Pj) # 1 then j U,(PJ 
ui+ l(pj)l = P”-‘. 
(e) Let 1 #K be a subgroup of P, which is a characteristic subgroup 
of P. Then K = P, for some k, 1 < k < n - 1, by 1.8. Therefore, by (16) 
there exist natural numbers i and j, 0 < i, j < r - 1, such that Ui+ , < K < U,, 
fJj<K<Bj+,. Let c(K)= {exp(ui/K), exp(K/ui+,), exp(Qj+JW, 
exp(K/fij)}. Then c(K) c (0, 1,2,..., p - 1) by parts (c) and (d). Let K be a 
set of subgroups of P, which are characteristic in P. We shall denote C(K) = 
U KEE cW)\Pl. Then by W and (4 
C(K) G (1, 2 ,..., p - 1 } and if m E C(K), 
thenp-1-mEc(rc), l<m<p-1. (17) 
In (9.8) we shall see that if P is a Sylow p-subgroup of a group G which is a 
minimal counterexample to Theorem A and K is the set of all the normal p- 
subgroups of G then C(K) E (1, p - 2, p - 1). 
Remark. From now on fli will stand for l2,(P1) and U, for U,(P,). 
(f) Let notations be as in (e) and let K be the set of all the nontrivial 
normal p-subgroups of G. If C(K) E { 1, p - 2, p - 1) then 
(i) If Pi/Pj is a minimal normal p-subgroup of G/P,, i < j, and 
(Pi/Pj(=pethene=lore=p-2ore=p-1. 
(ii) nromodp- 1 or nz lmodp- 1 or nz2modp- 1. 
(g) Let notations be as in (f) and assume that c(rc) = (1, p - 2). 
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Let P, = Pi, > Pi2 > Pi3 > 0. * > Pik = 1 be a series of normal P-subgroups 
of G of maximal length (i.e. Pi/Pi,+, is minimal normal in G/Pii+, for 
1<t<k-1). Denote ht = IpiJpi,+, 19 1<t<k-1, and let 
(h) = {A,, hz,..., h,- i }. Then one of the following occurs 
(i) (h)= {l,p-2, l,p-2 ,..., l,p-2, l} and n=2modp- 1; 
(ii) (h) = { 1, p - 2, 1, p - 2 ,..., 1, p - 2) and n z 1 modp - 1; 
(iii) (h) = {p - 2, l,..., p - 2, 1 } and n 3 1 mod p - I ; 
(iv) (h) = {p - 2, 1, p - 2 ,..., p - 2, 1, p - 2) and n = 0 mod p - 1. 
Remark. From now on K denotes the set of nontrivial normal p- 
subgroups of G. 
(9.2) In the following subsections we shall frequently assume 
HYPOTHESIS II. (i) G is a J’inite group with a Sylow p-subgroup P of 
maximal class of order p”, n > I 
(ii) O,(G) = P, ; 
(iii) O,,(G) = 1; 
(iv) PA G; 
(VI N,(P) f Km* 
(a) Assume Hypothesis II. Then N,(P) = PT, where T is a cyclic group 
of order /TJ, IT//p- 1. 
(b) Let notations be as in (a) and assume that N,(P) = PT and T= (1). 
Then there exist natural numbers a and b, 1 < a, b < p - 1 such that for 
every i, 1 <i<n- 1, sf~ssq~-‘~rnodP~+r and s* s sa mod P, 
(Lemma 3.1(a)). 
(c) Let notations be as in part (b) and assume that N,(P) = P . T. Then 
(i) 1 G/W(G)1 > p z$Y b = 1 
(ii) rfj G/W(G)1 = p then P, is a Sylow p-subgroup of W(G)for some 
XE P\P,. 
Proof. By the transfer Theorem (see Sect. 4) sufftces to show that 
IN,(P) : Op(NG(P))I =p iff b = 1. Let N = N,(P). Then N = P e T, by part 
(a). It follows from Burnside’s Basis Theorem [6, Th. 3.15 p. 2731 that 
N/W(N) # 1 iff N/@(N) . P, # 1. Hence we shall show that N/@(N)P, # 1 
iff b = 1. For every element u E N and subgroup X of N let c = UP* and 
z= XP2/PzL Assume that b = 1. Then s: 3 s, mod P,; i.e., [PI, T] = 1. 
Since [(F), P,] = i, this yields (5)FA N, Consequently O”(N) < (F)T and 
N/W(N) # 1. Assume now that (N/W(N) =p. Then N/W(#) # 1. Let x be 
a normal subgroup of fi of index p. Then R = (2) . T for some X E P. By 
Maschke’s theorem there exists an element y E Pp2 s.t. p is T-invariant and 
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P= (X) x (y>. Therefore [x, T] < (A?), [ jj, T] < (7). Since jr E/ K and J 
normalizes K, 
-- 
((X)v= (I)$? But ((X)T)‘= (T)p= (x)T[T, 71. Hence 
IT, 71 E (T)Tf 3 (7) = i; i.e., [T,f]=i. Since yEF, jj=s”$, O<a, 
b < i- 1 and not both a and /I are zero. Hence 3 = ?a$4 = - “fl; i.e., 
aa = a, b/3 = /3. If a # 0 then a = 1 and G has a normal p-complement (note 
that Ia 1 = ] r]) by the Transfer Theorem, contradiction to Hypothesis II 
therefore a = 0, p # 0. Consequently b = 1, and s, 6? OP(G) which proves 
part (ii) too. 
(9.3) LEMMA. Assume Hypothesis II and let Pi and Pi be normal p- 
subgroups of G, i <j. Suppose that V, = Pi/qi is elementary abelian and 
regard V, as a vector space of dimension d over F,. (d = j - i). Then 
(a) d<p- 1. 
(b) rf 1 < d and GfP, acts on V, then it acts faithfully and indecom- 
posably on V,,. 
(c) If n >p $ 2 and 1 < d then there exists a natural number t such 
that i + t < j and GfP, acts faithfully and indecomposably on V = PiIPi.,. 
(d) If PO/Pi is a minimal normal subgroup of GIPj and j > i + 2 then 
G/P, acts faithfully and indecomposably on V, = Pi/Pj. 
(e) If d = 1 then either G/P, acts trivially on V,, in which case 
ai-‘b = 1, or G has a normal subgroup G, such that G, > P, Go/P, acts 
trivially on V,, and G/G, is isomorphic to T/(t’) for some r (here (t) = T). 
Furthermore, if 1 T/ is prime then G, = G and G/P, acts trivially on V,. 
(f) Zf Pi and Pi+ 1 are normal p-subgroups of G then Piiz cannot be 
normal in G, provided i < n - 2 and n > p + 2. 
Proof. (a) Since U(P,) = Pi+,_, by 9.1(d), Pi+rpl < @(Pi). Conse- 
quently 
i.e., IPi/PjI <jF’. 
(b) Let N/P, be the kernel of the action of G/P, on V,. Then 
[N, Pi] < Pj and by Lemma 5.2 NP= O,,(NP)P. Hence N < P, by 
Hypothesis II(iii). Since P = N implies P A G, contradicting Hypothesis 
II( we conclude N = P, and G/P, acts faithfully on V,, . It follows easily 
from the way s acts on V, that V,, is a cyclic indecomposable G/P,-module. 
(c) Let [Pi, P,] = P, and define t as follows: t = j- i if k > j and 
t = k otherwise. Then t > 2 by 1.5(a) and G/P, acts on V = Pi/Pi+, faithfully 
and indecomposably, by part (b). 
(d) Since [Pi,P,] A G, Pi+* = Pj by the definition of t in part (c). 
Hence (d) follows from part (c). 
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(e) If G/P,, acts trivially on Pi/Pi+ 1 then in particular 
si z si mod Pi+ 1, where t is defined in 9.2(a). Hence a’-‘b = 1, by 9.2(b). If 
G/P, acts nontrivially then there exists a normal subgroup G, of G such that 
GdPi+ 1~ Cc/pi+, (Pi/Pi+ ,). Since P < G,, G = G&,(P) by the Frattini 
argument and G/G,, = G,N,(P)/G, z N,(P)/N,JP) = PT/PT, by 5.2(a), 
where TO is a subgroup of T. Hence G/G, zPT/P/PT,,/P z T/T, and 
G/Go E T/(f) f or a natural r. Assume that / Tl is prime and G # G,. Then 
G/G,, E T and G, n T = 1. Hence NGO(P) = P and G, has a normal p- 
complement by the Transfer Theorem (see Sect. 4). Hence G, = P, by 
Hypothesis II(iii) and G violates Hypothesis II( 
(f) By part (e) there exist normal subgroups G, and G, in G such that 
P < Gj, j= 1, 2, G/P, acts trivially on Pi/Pi+, and G,/P, acts trivially on 
‘i+ *lpi+*. Let G, = G, fl G,. Then G, A G and P < G,, Since G,/P, acts 
trivially on both GJGi+ , and GiT ,/Gi+ *, either G, acts trivially on Gi/Gi + z, 
which contradicts part (b), or G, = P, which implies PA G contradicting 
Hypothesis II( 
(9.4) PROPOSITION. Assume Hypothesis II and suppose that P, is not 
abelian. Then p > 5. 
ProoJ Assume p = 3. Then P, is abelian and /P’, I= p or IP’, / = p2 by 
1.11 and 1.9(a) and the supposition P; # 1. Since P, A G by Hypothesis 
II(ii),a,AGandP;AG.HenceinthefirstcaseP,_,=~,AGandP,_,= 
Pi A G, in contrast with Lemma 9.3(f). Therefore P’, = P,-, . But then 
J(P,) = P, by Lemma 3.4 (or direct calculation). Hence P, A G. Since 
0, =p3, by 9.1(c), P,A G. But then P, A G, P, A G and P, A G, 
contradicting Lemma 9.3(f). Consequently p > 3. 
(9.5) PROPOSITION. Assume Hypothesis II and the additional 
suppositions: 
(9 K3(P1) U,(P;) = 1; 
(ii) IP’,I=pP-‘; 
(iii) C(K) g { 1, p - 2, p - l}. 
Then J(P,) = P,. 
ProoJ By supposition (ii) P, is nonabelian, hence by Proposition 9.4 
p > 5. Assume first p = 5. By Hypothesis II(v) P has a nontrivial 
automorphism of order prime top. Hence we may apply Lemma 3.4 to P. It 
follows from Lemma 3.4 and suppositions (i) and (ii) that 
P G I P,/J(P, )I G P3. Hence by assumption (iii) either J(P,) = P, or 
J(P,)= P,. Assume J(P,) #P,. Then J(P,) =P, and since P, A G by 
Hypothesis II( P, A G. This implies [P, , P4] A G. By Lemma 3.2(b) P has 
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degree of commutativity n -4 - 3 = n- 7 if n > 8 and degree of 
commutativity 1 if n = 7, by 1.5(a). Hence [P, ,P4] = Pj, where 
n-2<j<n, and by supposition (iii) j=n or j=n- 1. If j=n then 
P, < Z(P,) and P,(s,) is an abelian subgroup of P, of order greater than 
J(P,), a contradiction. Hence j= n - 1. Now, by supposition (ii) and 
Lemma 3.2(a) [s,, s2] E sz-,, mod Pnp3, a E Z, 1 < a < 4. Hence by 9.2(b) 
bab E a*-‘b mod 5; i.e., b-a”-2mod 5 (a4 = b4 = 1). Similarly 
(P,,P,]=P,-, implies [s,,s,]=si-,, DEZ, l<p<4 and by 9.2(b) 
ba3b = an-‘6 mod 5. i.e. b = a”-’ mod 5. But then a”-’ = b = an-* mod 5; 
i.e., a = 1. Hence, N,(P) = PC,(P) contradicting Hypothesis II(v). Conse- 
quently .Z(P,) = P,. Assume now that p > 5. Again, by Lemma 3.4 
p < 1 P,/.Z(P,)I < p’p+“‘2. Since p > 5, (p + 1)/2 < p - 2. Hence by 
supposition (iii) IP,/J(P,)I = p and J(P,) = P,, as required. 
(9.6) PROPOSITION. Assume Hypothesis ZZ and the additional 
supposition: C(K) c { 1,p - 2,p - 1 }. Then I P’, / # p. 
Proof: Assume IP;I = p. Then P, is non-abelian, hence by 
Proposition 9.4, p > 5. Therefore 2 <p - 2 and by our supposition: 
2 @ C(K). (*I 
By Hypothesis II(v) P has a non-trivial automorphism of order prime to p. 
Hence by Lemma 3.2(a) P; = 1 and Z(P,) = P,. Since P, A G by 
Hypothesis II( P, = Z(P,) A G. Therefore P, E K. Thus IP,/P,I = p2 
implies 2 E c(K), violating (*). Hence /P’, I # p. 
(9.7) PROPOSITION. Assume Hypothesis ZZ and suppose that G satisfies 
the following: 
(i) lP;l =p”-‘; 
(ii) c(K) = { 1, p - 2); 
(iii) P, A G. 
Then G has a normal subgroup G, such that P < G,, G/G, is cyclic of order 
dividing IN,(P)/PC,(P)I, INaO(P)/PCaO(P)I = 2 and either p = 2” + 1 and 
G,/P, r PSL(2, 2m) or G, has a maximal normal subgroup M s.t. 
(IMI, p) = 1 and M # @‘(GO). 
Proof. We recall from 9.1 that because of suppositions (i), (ii) and (iii) 
only case (iv) of 9.1(g) may occur. Thus 
h = (p - 2, 1, p - 2, I,..., l,p-2) and n=Omodp- 1. (**) 
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Statement 1.8 with supposition (i) yield P’, = P,-,+, and [si, s2] E 
~~-~+~modp,-,+~~ 1 Q e <p - 1, by Lemma 3.2(a). Therefore by 9.2(b) 
bab = anep’ ‘b mod p and b z anep mod p. Hence by (**) 
b = a-‘. c***> 
It follows from (**) that Pp-l A G and P, A G. Hence by Lemma 9.3(e) 
there exists a normal subgroup G, in G s.t. P < G,, G/G0 E T/(f), 
qp) = P(f), f or a certain natural number r. Let t, = t’, a, = ar and 
b, = b’. Then it follows from 9.2(b) that si” z s$m’bo mod Pi+, , 1 < i < n - 1 
and by Lemma 9.3(e) ai-*b, = 1. But b, = a;’ by (***). Hence either 
/a,1 = 1 b,l = 2 or a,, = b, = 1. Since a,, = 1 would violate Hypothesis II(v) 
we must have 
laoI = l&l = 2, lT,l=L Tll = (43)* **** ( 1 
Thus G,/P, has an irreducible representation of degree p - 2 over L,, 
(P,/P,-,), G,/P, has a Sylow p-sugroup of order p with a normalizer of 
order 2p and centralizer of order p. Hence by a theorem of Feit [3, p. 3351 
(see 9.0(c)) either G,/P, is not simple or p = 2” + 1 and G,/P, z PSL(2,2”‘). 
Assume G,/P, is not simple and for every subgroup H of G, let 
fi = HP,/P,. Let M be a maximal normal subgroup of G,. Ifp I ]A] then by 
the Frattini argument G, = li;i . NcO(F). Hence, as &? # Go, N#) 4 M. By 
9.2(a) N#) = PT,. Therefore, as I T,, I = 2 by (****), this implies 
N,(F) = p and &? has a normal p-complement by the Transfer Theorem (see 
Sect. 4). Since O,,(G) = 1 by Hypothesis II(iii), this implies n;j=E Conse- 
quently PA G, contradicting Hypothesis II( Hence (p, ]M]) = 1 and as 
b, # 1 by (****), M# G, implies M# OP(G,,), by 9.2(c). 
(9.8) HYPOTHESIS III. G is a jinite group with a Sylow p-subgroup P of 
maximal class and order p”, n > p + 3, which is a minimal counterexample 
to Theorem A. 
PROPOSITION. Assume Hypothesis III. Then 
(a) Hypothesis II holds; 
(b) G/P,is not of type L,(p) in the sense of Feit (see 9.0); 
(c) C(K)G (1, P-&P- 1). 
Proof: (a) Parts (ii) and (iii) of Hypothesis II follow from Lemma 
5.1(a) and Theorem 8.3 while (iv) and (v) follow from Theorem A(a) and 
the Transfer Theorem, respectively. 
(b) By part (a) P, A G. Hence G/P, makes sense. We propose to show 
that if G/P, would be of type L,(p) then G would have a (normal) subgroup 
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H of index 2 in G such that P, <H and H/P, r PSL(2, p). However this 
violates Hypothesis II since in this case G satisfies (6) of Theorem A(b). 
Thus assume that G/P, is of type L,(p). Then G/P, has a normal 
subgroup H/P, which is a p/-group, a p-group or is isomorphic to PSL(2, p). 
Obviously H/P, is not a p-group. For every subgroup X of G let x= XP,/P, 
and assume I? is a p’-group. H = H,,P,, H, n P, = 1 (H, is a Hall p’- 
subgroup of H). We may assume that H,, nN,(P) = 1, otherwise 
[H, n N,(P), P] < H, n N,(P) n P = 1 and H, n N,(P) < C,(P) < 
C,(P,) < P, . Hence N,(P) = P, . Now, PH is a finite group with a Sylow p- 
subgroup P of maximal class of order >p”‘” and by the Transfer Theorem 
PH has a normal p-complement Q. (N,(P) = P,). P, n PJZ * [Q, P, ] < 
Q n P, = 1 and Q < C,(P,) < P, ; i.e., Q = 1 and H = 1. Hence -- 
H z PSL(2, p). By the Frattini argument G = N#) . i? and 1 G/HI = 
IN&P) . fi/fiI = IN,-(P)/N,-(P)I < 2. Consequently G/P, is not of type L,(p). 
(c) It follows from (17) that if 1 < m < p - 2 than there exists an m’ 
such that m’ E c(K) and 1 < m’ < 2/3(p - 1). Therefore, by part (a) G/P, 
acts faithfully and indecomposably on an elementary abelian section of P, of 
dimension d, 1 < d < m’ < 2/3(p - l), by Lemma 9.3(c). But this violates 
Feit’s Theorem in [3] (see 9.0(b)) by part (b). Hence 
C(K)E (l,p-2,p- 1). 
(9.9) PROPOSITION. Assume Hypothesis III. Then 
(a) P,is not abelian; 
(b) P, A G; 
(c) P, is abelian; 
(d) P, is of class 2; 
(e) G has a normal subgroup G, such that IG/G,I 1 IN,(P)/PC,(P)I 
and IG : W(GJ = p; 
(f) C(K)5 {l,P-2). 
Proof (a) By Proposition 9.8(c) C(K) C { 1, p - 2, p - 1). Hence by 
9.l(f)(ii) n s 0 mod p - 1 or n = 1 mod p - 1 or n = 2 mod p - 1. If P, is 
abelian then we must have n E 2 mod p - 1, for in case n = 0 mod p - 1 or 
n z 1 mod p - 1 conclusion (b)y of Theorem A holds for G, contradicting 
Hypothesis III, by Lemma 9.3(b) and Feit [4, p. 3951 (see 9.0(c)). Hence 
n~2modp-l1.Soby9.l(a)IP,/R,_,I=pand/U,_,I=p;i.e.,R,_,=P, 
and zFr_, = P,-,. Consequently P, A G and P,-, A G. Therefore it follows 
from Lemma 9.4(e) that there exists a normal subgroup G, in G such G, 
centralizes P, _ 1 and P,/P, and G/G,, E T/(f). Therefore P,-, < Z(G,). Let 
N&P) = P - T,, , T, ,< T and let ~‘0 E s’I0 mod P, , sp = sf” mod P, , (to) = T,, . 
(see 9.2(a) and 9.2(b)). Then b, = 1 by 9.2(b), as G,/P, acts trivially on 
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P,/P2. Hence by 9.2(c) ) G,,/O’(G,)l >, p. So conclusion (b) fi of Theorem A 
holds for G, contradicting Hypothesis III. Consequently P’, # 1. 
(b) Let N= K3(P1) zF,(P:) and for every subgroup X of G let 
x= XV/N. Then by 9.1(d) Ipi 1 < Pp-‘, by part (a) P, is of class 2 and by 
Proposition 9.8(c) C(K) z ( 1, p - 2,p - 1 }. Hence by 9.1 (c)(ii) ) pr / = p or 
IP,l=pP-* or IP;I=pP-‘. By Proposition 9.8 all the assumptions of 
Propositions 9.5 and 9.6 are satisfied. Therefore Ip’: / # p by Proposition 9.6 
and if lp’; I = p”-’ then F2 =T(p,) A G by Proposition 9.5. Hence we may 
assume that Ip’, ( = p”-’ and F1 A G. Then all the assumptions of 
Proposition 9.7 are satisfied, hence G has a normal subgroup G, such that 
P< Go, G/G, is cyclic of order dividing 1 NG(P)/PCG(P)l 
IIV,~(P)/PC,~(P)I = 2 and either p = 2”’ + 1, and Go/P1 E PSL(2, 2”) or G, 
has maximal normal subgroup M s.t. (IMI, p) = 1 and Mf @(GO). By 
Hypothesis III only the second possibility may occur. But then G, = MP is a 
proper subgroup of G which contains P. Hence G, satisfies one of the 
conclusions of Theorem A. Since P, is nonabelian by part (a) and P, A G by 
assumption, G, satisfies conclusion (a) of Theorem A. Hence 
G, = O,,(G,) N,,(P). Since MA G, A G, we have O,,(M) < O,,,(G) = 1; i.e., 
O,,(M) = 1. But obviously O,,(G,) GM. Hence O,,(G,) < O,,(M) = 1 and 
G, = h,(P). Since &&P) = p . To 9 IT,, = 2, G,=P or 
G, = P. To = N,,(P). However we cannot have G, = P . To for then 
M = P, . T,, and as MA G,, [M, G,] < Mr7 G, = P, contradicting 
If’, . T,,Pl =JJ ( see 9.2(b)). This means that the second conclusion of 
Proposition 9.7 does not occur. Consequently P, A G, as required. 
(c) Let N= K3(P2) U,(P;) and for every subgroup X of G let 
x= XV/N. (x makes sense by part (b).) Assume that P, is not abelian. 
Then p2 is of class 2 and by Proposition 9.8(c) C(K) E (1, p - 2, p - I}. 
Since P, A G by part (b), by Lemma 9.3(e) there exists a normal subgroup 
G, in s.t. P < G,, G,,/P, acts trivially on P,/P, and I G/G,1 divides 
IN,(P)/PC,(P)I. Let NGo(P) = PT,, To = (t,), s’,” = st” mod P, and sfo = 
s“‘” mod P, (see 9.2(b)). Then G, satisfies the conditions of Lemma 9.3(e) 
hence b, = 1. Thus by Lemma 3.1(b) either a, = 1, in which case G, has a 
normal p-complement Qoby the Transfer Theorem (see Sect. 4) or a, # 1 and 
IG,,/OP(G,J = p by 9.2(c). As O,(G) = 1 by Hypothesis III, Q, = 1 and 
Pch G,. But then P A G, contradicting Hypothesis III. Therefore 
I GIOP(G,)I = P and OP(G,,) has H = (s, P2) as a Sylow p-subgroup, by 
9.2(c)(ii). Let G, = Op(G,). We propose to show that G, satisfies 
Hypothesis II. By 1.6(a) H is a p-group of maximal class of order p”-‘, 
n>p+3 and Hi=Pi+l, where Hi=Ki(H) for 2 <i and H,/H,= 
CHiH4(H2/H4). Therefore H, = P, A G,. Since G, A G, O,,(G,) ,< O,(G) = 1; 
i.e., O,,(G,) = 1. If HA G, then HA G contradicting Lemma 5.1(b). Finally 
N,,(H) # HC,,(H), for otherwise G, would have a normal p-complement by 
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the Transfer Theorem which again would imply HA G. Thus G, satisfies 
Hypothesis II and of course C(IC~) & { 1, p - 2,p - l}, where K,, is the set of 
all the normal p-subgroups of G,. Hence, as in part (b), ]i?; / = p or 
IH,J=pPm2 or ]r?;]=$-‘. Since either P, is abelian and ]p: ] = p, or 
/P’, : Pi I > p*, by Lemma 3.2(a) and since C(K) 2 ( 1, p - 2, p - 1) we must 
have /P; : P’,I > p2. Hence by Lemma 3.2(d) ]P’,] < ppe2. But then 
1 Pi / < ppm4 forces I Pi I = 1 or I Pi j = p. However, as G, satisfies Hypothesis 
II, I fi’, ] # p by Proposition 9.6. Hence Ifi’, ( = 1 and P, is abelian. 
(d) Since P, is abelian, ]p, / < p”-’ by 1.9(a). Therefore P has degree 
of commutativity k = n - p - 4 by 1.9(b) and K3(P,) = [P’,, P,] < 
Pn-p+2P11 < Pn--p+2+l+n--p+, = P2cn-p+1j. BY 9.lUIOi) n=Omodp- 1 
or n E 1 mod p - 1 or n E 2 mod p - 1. Since n > p + 3 this means that 
n>2p-2andK,(P,)<P,=l.ThusP,isofclass2. 
(e) Follows from Lemmas 9.3(e) and 9.2(c). 
(f) Follows from Proposition 9.8(c). 
(9.10) Conclusion. Assume that Theorem A is false. Then there exists a 
finite group G with a Sylow p-subgroup P of maximal class of order p”, 
n > p + 3, which is a minimal cunterexample for Theorem A; i.e., G satisfies 
Hypothesis III. By Proposition 9.9 G satisfies conclusion (6) of 
Theorem A(b). This obviously shows that Theorem A holds. 
Remarks. (a) If we require 
(i) If P, is abelian and lP,I < p”-’ then IP21 < py3’p-“; 
(ii) P#C,wrC,; 
then Theorem A remains true for n < p + 3 with the additional possibility: 
O,(G) P, A G and P,/@(P2) is of class 3 at least. 
(b) Let G be a group of linear transformations of a vector space V of 
dimension d < p - 1 over F, with a Sylow P-subgroup P of order p. If G acts 
indecomposably on V then I’. G has a Sylow p-subgroup P of maximal class 
with P, abelian and N,(P)/P . C,(P) cyclic of order dividing p - 1. Hence 
the determination of the structure of groups with P of maximal class and P, 
abelian is as difficult as the problem of determining the structure of indecom- 
posable linear groups with a Sylow p-subgroup of order p. 
(c) Theorem A is true for other families of Sylow p- subgroups P of a 
finite group G such that P is generated by two elements and has a cyclic 
lower central series (See [ 71). It is interesting that for these families only part 
(a) of Theorem A holds. 
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